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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, MARCH 31, 1956

Leaders In Two-Week Revival

Price 15c

40 Churcht I Annu I
Easter Season Revival

Bus Lawyer
Gives Views
On Incident
The young woman fined $16 le
City Court last week because she
refused to move to a section of a
bus ''For Colored' cannot appeal
the City Court fine to Circuit Court
unless she can show legal or
reasonable ground for not filing
appeal within two days.
Judge Beverly Boushe fined Miss
Maurice White, 18, of 1800 Hunter, commenting that sit will be a
sad state of affairs when a bus
operator can't regulate his 'as'
sengers and keep down disturbtain
fEs"
•Ch,e

as
r31

t

operator, tea.

!

motion behind hint last 'Monday ae
he drove north on Main. He said
•
passengers started leaving the ye.
hide at Jefferson, claiming they
anticipated trouble.
The Baptist Simultaneous Revival, an annual
service 'NO REASON TO MOVE'
at the Easter season, will be conducted this year
Ile said that, at the request el
April 1-13
A white man charged with the
other bus patrons, he asked Miss
with
40
churche
s
particip
ating. Nine noonday joint servshotgun killing of a Negro farmer
White four times to move front
ices have been scheduled in addition to a
in Franklin, Kss during a hassle
city-wide mass the seat directly behind his.
ignited by "advances" in Tennesmeeting.
Miss White told Judge Boushe
see, involving the farmer's wife,
Rev. C. M. Lee, pastor of Pitshe saw no reason why she should
must stand trial a second time
grimRest, is general chairman
move.
as result of a jury's failure to
of the revival, and Rev. L. 11. Ghee, pastor; Rev. J. B. Outlaw,
Palmer Miller, attorney for the
reach a verdict in the first.
speaker,
Aldridge, pastor of Greater Mt.
transit firm, reminded the court
John Will Appelby, 25-year-old
I Pleasant, is co-chairman. Rev. SECOND WEEK
of a state code section which reRoy Love is president of the BapSimpson County tenant farmer, is
Noonday services for the second
quires transit companies to desigs
tist Pastors' Alliance while Rev. week:
slated to be tried again at the
nate the Negro and white section*
L. A. Hamblin heads the Baptist
next term of court for the slaying
Monday, April 9 — St. John, 640
Pastors' Conference.
Vance, Rev. A. McEwen Williams, in its vehicles.
of Charles Randolph. A brother
Further clarifying this statement
The city-wide mass meeting has pastor; Rev. F. B. Brown, speakAk Truman Appelby, 35, is also under
Sunday, Atty. Miller said there
been scheduled for Metropolitan er.
separate trial.
Baptist church, Rev. S. A. Owen, Tuesday, April 10 — Castalia, are no designated number of seats
Mrs. Randolph, a tall slender SIMULTANEOUS REVIVAL
es taking part. A number of
eral chairman: Rev. L. A.
1
Rev. L. P. Patrick, one of the
pastor, on Sunday, April 8 at 3 1540 Castalia, Rev. C. Mims, pas- for either race. Ile said Negroes
LEADER
S — These widely
evangelists and guest minis.
Hamblin, president of the Bapbuilt woman, testified that the
evangelists to serve. Rev. L.
tor:
p.m.
Rev.
Speaker
F. J. Cole, speaker. start loading from the rear and
for the mass meetknown local Baptist ministers
tist Pastors Conference; Rev.
sters have been scheduled for
shooting came after her husband
II. Aldridge, pastor of Greater
ing
will
Wednesda
y,
be
Rev.
April 11 — Mt. Gil- whites from the front.
are
M.
among
leaders
the
in
S.
participat
the
Roy Love, president of t h e
ion. From left a r•
Sykes.,
asked the two white brothers to
Mt. Pleasant and revival co.
evangelist,
liam, 1029 Raymond, Rev. E.
Atty. Miller said that it Is the
simultaneous revival to be held
Rev. C. M. Lee, pastor of Pil•
Baptist Pastors' Alliance, and
Bate
leave their tenant home after John
chairman, Is not shown.
pastor; Rev. L. P. Patrick, speak- desire of Memphis Street Railway
THE FIRST WEEK
here April 1-13 with 40 church.
grim Rest Baptist church, genWill made "advances" to her
er.
company to give satisfactory servs
Noonday services of the
there.
first
Thursday, April 12 — Columbus, ice to both Negro and white but
week will be as follows:
She said the man first made
Tuesday, April 3 — Lake Grove, 324 N. Decatur, Rev. A. F. Camp- "as long as the law is what it is"
bell, pastor; Rev. R. S.
advances to her as she rode be2950 Wren, Res.
• C
C. Jones pasRuckett, the company must abide by it.
speaker.
tween the white brothers on the'
tor; Rev. E. M. Brown,
NEED NEGRO AND WHITE
speaker.
Friday, April 13 — Pilgrim Rest, lie said the company needs
front seat of their pick-up truck
Wednesday, April 4 — Tree of
the
Rev. C. M. Lee, pastor;
enroute to Portland, Tenn, to buy
Life, 38 W. Colorado, Rev. W.
A few days ago an editorial came to our desk which
Rev. S. See
P.
(s
LAWYER
, Page 2
Longs,
/ Scott, pastor; Rev. A.
moonshine whiskey. Her husband
J. King, CHURCH speaker.
suggested a course of action that can be of mutual benefit
ES TAKING PART
!'speaker.
See 'ADVANCES,' Page 2
The pa rtlc i pa ing churches
to both Negroes and whites during the current period of KNOXVILLE — With the state- Thursday, April 5 —
(with
Union Val- Church
Nothing has been mentioned of tension, and
ley,
pastor and evangelist listBev.
ment
G.
T.
that
thereafter. It is one of mutual friendliness,
the National AssociaThomas, pastor;
ed in that order) are:
possible membership of Negro
tion for the Advancement of Col- Rev. A. H. Banks, speaker.
teachers in the now-forming teach- through which a fuller understanding can be gained of the ored People
Friday, April 6 — Greater silt.Pilgrim Rest, Rev. C. M. Les,
''falls into the cateNegro's struggle for first-class American citizenship. Ex- gory of a political
Zion, 1414 Davis, Rev. E. V.
ers union chapter in Memphis.
Atc- See 40 CHURCH', Page 2
action group,"
That was the issoonation s•sen eerpts from the editorial, published by TIIE PROCRES- the dean of students . the Uns last week end by Oscar J. Norris, SIVE FARMER,
versify of Tennessee here banned
a white publication, follows:
sr., mathematics teacher at Fraythe organisation of a chapter of
The city recreation department
'Once again we should like to urge all people of Chris- the organization among the white
ser High school, who was elected
will co-sponsor Easter Egg hunts
last week president of Local 1262, tian good will to do all in their power to exercise
students
on the campus.
O n six Negro playgrounds Satur•
a modMemphis and Shelby County chapday, March II, beginning at
erating influence now before Southern race conditions be- A group of white students had
ter of the American Federation of
formally requested permission to
p.m. and lasting for two hours.
come
any
more
serious.
Teachers.
form a chapter of the NAS CP on
The two-hour programs include tab'
' The Tri-State Defender's Prize
Mr. Norris was asked if consid"And as is so often the case, the greatest opportunity the campus.
ent shows, games and bonnet and
bin started bulging this past week
Dean Ralph E. Dunford, speakTwo well-known Memphis river
and it'll be getting bigger and big- eration had been given to Negro may lie not in big things or gigantic programs but just
men, Henry "Big basket parades.
ing
for the university's Adminis- Snow" Corum
membersh
in
ip
the
local,
a
n d
W. T. McDaniel, general super.i the hundreds
of
ger cacti nee
889
East
Person, and Sam Tucker, 424
in friendlier everyday relations between our white people trative Council, said the request
visor of Negro playgrounds and
of lucky homemakers destined to whether or not any requests for
Lucy,
were
honored
at
retirement ceremonies for them who will be is charge
had been rejected. The council is
win the expensive free gifts come membership had come from Ne- and our colored people. As one Southerner said a day or
of the Easlast week at the offices of
gro teachers,
the Memphis District Engin- ter Egg hunts, said many prizes
two ago,"Since these racial tensions have increased I have composed of deans and major proand cart them away.
fessors.
eers of the IT. S. Army.
will be given boys and girls takAlready in the prize bin are fur- i He said that the matter of Negro increased my efforts to show
the other race little courte- Dean Dunford said the council Col.
ing part. The hunts will be held
C. C. Holbrook, acting chief
niture, modern appliances, quality, membership had not been brought
decided, after a study of the N. A. of
rain or shine, Mr. McDaniel said,
the local District Engineer ofclothing, beautiful jewelry and re-, up in the organizational meetings sies and kindnesses that I may have been overlooking
A.
C. P. constitution that the chats- lice,
Playgrounds where hunts will ba
heretofo
the
chapter.
for
Neither
re." We also know of Negroes who are showing
had any
presented retirement booklets
ord albums featuring hit tunes by;
ter of the organization should not to
held:
the two men who have a total
popular artiAts. These and many inquiries been received from Ne- increased appreciation of their white friends
with a tact be permitted. He said such groups
Beale Street, Miss Helen Wright
more gifts are being provided by gro teachers as far as lie knew.
and courtesy such as the finest persons in the Negro race are not sanctioned officially on the of almost 70 years service with the
and Richard Banks, directors, with
STILL INCOMPLETE
Army Engineers.
participating business firms.
campus.
have always been noted for.
the Beale Street Business Men as
They will be given away during
Mr. Norris pointed out that or1 Mr. Corum, a native of Sardis,
Ire said the petition was
co-sponsors.
signedi Miss., joined the Engineers in
the Defender's third annual Home ganization of the local chapter of
... As one Progressive Farmer reader suggested exclusively by white students,
1 '1 1913 as
OTHER PLAYGROUNDS
Service and Farm Exposition the teachers union was still in- several
a laborer at $1.50 a day.
years ago, perhaps the greatest force for racial good though the university has about a-20 He served a
Dixie Homes, Miss Joan Pram.
which is to be held at Club Ebony, complete; that he had only recentyear
in
World
War
Negroes enrolled in its graduate J,
lett and James Boone, directors.
lay 2, 3 and 4. Prizes will be ly been elected president. Some 50 will would be for each white person and each colored perwith
805th
Pioneer Infantry
school.
with Dixie Homes Tenant associaawarded during the daily sessions white teachers were present last son to try to find each day some ormrtunity to do a
Battalion, a construction unit. He
again
and
tion as co-sponsor.
4:30
and
1:30
between
week at the organizational meet- kind deed or speak a kind word to some
was
discharge
d
with
the rank of
person of the
Douglass, Miss Annie Marie Atat the night sessions 7:30 till 11. ing in the United Rubber Workers
corporal.
other
race.
len, director, with Douglass PTA
SOME OF FIRMS
Hall at 1036 Firestone.
ONLY
NEGRO FOREMAN
as co-sponsor,
Firms already agreed to parttco
"We also cherish the faith that in many communities NEW YORK — A nation-wide He returned to his job with the
It was reported that white pickFoote Homes, Miss Theodora
ets outside the union hall ap- there is still a chance for some of the fairest-minded
'See HOME SHOW, Page 2
white N. A. A. C. P. Membership Cam Memphis District Engineers office,
Robinson and U. S. Hunt, direcproached each of the teachers with
people and the fairest-minded colored people to consult oaign wth a goal of 400,000 mens and served successively as a lators, with Foote Homes and Oenliterature and arguments against
hers will open on April 1, it was borer, deckhand and stoker, until
born Homes Tenant association as
school integration. However, it together and work out policies that cart keep their locali- announced here this week by Miss 1929, when he became a foreman
co-sponsor.
was further reported that in the ties peaceful, regardless of what happens elsewhere."
Lucille Black, the association's on a concrete sinking party. He
Klondyke, George Warren, direcHENRY
'BIG
SNOW' CORUM
teachers' meeting no discussion of
membersh
was the only Negro foreman in
tor, with the Elondyka PTA as
The Tri-State Defender feels that this can be true of The planip secretary.
school segregation came up.
of the campaign is to the local Engineers district, He He also joined the District in
1913 co-sponsor.
The teachers heard talks by Memphis through Christian, unselfish and courageous lead- raise the total membership of the had more than 36 years service. and worked up from
laborer to
LeMoyne Gardens, Miss Fannie
ership
on both sides of the fence.
NAACP by 33 per cent, as urgedl Mr. Tucker is retiring after more foreman on various floating
John Gorman, past president of
plants. Cole and George Clark, directors,
.,1111111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111111t11101111111111111111111110111111111111111ifill111111 by Dr. Channing H. Tobias, board than 31 years with the Engineers
Miss.
. He served also with maintenance with the LeMoyne Gardens
' The regional basketball tourney See NO ACTION, Page 2
Tenchairman.
He is a native of Natchez,
and plant branch, as a deckhand• ant association as co-sponsor.
for elementary schools of Shelby
county will be held in the Woodstock Training school gymnasium
Friday and Saturday, March 30-31.
principal Edwardy Gray, of
Brunswick school, tourney director, announced that eight boys
The selection of citizens to the . president of LeMoyne colleget! Rev. Owen stated that in the fu- cooperate with
a white executive bert P. Jordan, as secretary. Dr. harmony between white
and five girls teams will
and Ne- The three elected officers will
executive. committee of the' Blair T. Hunt, minister ,antl prire ' time a larger group would be in- committee in handling problems on
Negro
Friday's
game
said
Jones is pastor of Idlewild Pres- gro citizens in Memphis,
iPate.
le
t
ic
s
rm
e
aa
l
Greater Memphis Race Relations' cipal of Booker T. Washington
appoint four members of the genlocal
level.
a
with
Saturday
night
byterian
7:30;
church.
Mr. Jordan, is
vited to work with the corrinitbegin at
It has already been announced
organization was announced last! High; Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor
Relations
The
Race
eral
committee to serve with them
committe
president
e,
Jordan
of
Lumber
Co.
the cham
that
the
committe
currently
e has identified
chairman of
week.
of Metropolitan Baptist church and tee. He is
white, elected permanent officers and a deacon of St. John's Epis- itself as "neither
A s a seven-man executive commit*
begin at 2:30 p.m. and Saturday's
volunteer
a
pro-integr
selected
group
ationwho
The members are: A. Maceo Father St: Julian Simpkins, rector
. The two top teams from each Walker president of Universal Life
ist nor pro-segregationist". It is tee. The executive committee, la
members of the Negro executive last week with W. W. "Bill" Scott, copal church.
of Emmanuel Episcopal church.
a vice president of the National THE PURPOSE
of four districts of the county will Insurance
widely assumed to be an or- addition to directing affairs
committe
named
e
above.
Mickle,
Rev.
of the
pas;
Reports
John
that A. Maceo Walker
Bank of Commerce as chairman. The committee was launched ganization of "moderat
participate.
es" com- larger group, will be available to
Congregational had been selected to serve as The Race Relations committee, Two other white leaders
Second
of
tor
of the slightly more than a month ago mitted to a middle-of-the-roads polCapleville and Ford Road school
meet with any local, responsible
church: James T. Walker, well chairman of the group was not white, elected permanent officers. organization are Dr. Paul Tudor for
the avowed purpose of work- icy in dealing with racial matrepresent the boys teams from In
group of either race where there
own labor leader; Hollis Price, confirmed by Mr. Walker.
overall
The
Negro
group
is
Jones,
chairman
to
vice
,
and
Hering for mutual understanding:and ters.
District I.
is a need.
District 2, of which Mt. Pisgah
represent
will
be
Is the center,
ed by Eads and Mt. Pisgah boys
and by Germantown and Eads
girls.
DISTRICTS 3 AND 4
District 3, which has its center
at Barrett's Chapel, will be represented by Arlington and Brunswick boys and by Barrett's Chapel and Arlington girls.
District 4, with Harrold High as
center, will be represented by Millington and tpringhill boys and
Springhill girls.
Friday matching* pit Capleville
against Mt. Pisga h, Arlington
against Springhill. Fads against
Ford Road and Millington against
Brunswick in boys play. Springhill girls meet Arlington and the
other girl teams. Germantown,
REV. JOHN C. MICELI
JAMES T. WALKER
A. MACE0 WALKER __
'
Barrett's and Bads drew boys.
HOLLL5 PRICE
BLAIR T. HUNT
No.sr. JLLIAN
JR.
— RLV, IA, MIEN _

ly

No Action Yet ,iniimoniiinionnumunnumnimnommunnminiwommoinnwounutionnint. 1
No
nit
Appe
An
Whit
al
es,
To
Negr
oes,
OnTeachersIn
For Students
Local Union

Loads Of
Prizes For
*
Home Show

Two Engineers Retire
After Total 70 Years

Easter Egg Hunts
At6Playgrounds

4,

NAACP To Campaign
For 400,000 Members

Cage Tourney At
Woodstock Set

ame 7 To Race Relations Committee

//

Or.

1
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!San Antonio
Ends Public
Segregation

40 Church ti

Memphis Shape Up

(Continued from Page 0
Rev. L. P. Patrick; Tree of Life,

Showdown Looms Now
On Political Front

Rev. W. P. Scott, Rev. E. D. McNeely; New Era, Rev F. Briscoe, Rev. L. D. McGhee; Mt. Gil'
lam, Rev, E. Bates; Greater Mt.
Pleasant, Rev. L.H. Aldridge; Mt.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas — In less
Nebre, Rev. Roy Love, Rev. A.
Memphis was full of political against Cong. Davis. By "acceptthan five minutes City Councilmen
J. King; Person Avenue, Rev. B. factions by last week end and all , able" they don't necessarily mean
last week ended a century of segJ. Sykes, Rev. S. R. Ruckett; Co- appeared akin to the extent that one using an integration theme
regation of whites and Negroes in
lumbus, Rev A. E Campbell.
peace was the missing element but at least someone not unequipublic owned facilities.
vocally "100 percent" for segreNew Macedonia, Rev. T. M Hen. on the party-line breakdown.
They unanimously passed an
derson; Pleasant View, Rev J.
The time-battered rift between gation. Maybe a moderate.
ordinance repealing a 1954 ordiH. Walker, Rev, Brady Johnson;
If Gov. Frank Clement remains
New Guard and Old Guard Renance requiring racial segregation
Golden Leaf, Rev. L. A. Hambanti-interp
ositionist it will be in1,0
in city swimming pools, and
publicans was pushed from the
lin, Rev. T. J. Hale; Little Rock,
teresting to see how leaders like
formation
then threw open doors of all publimelight
of
a
by
the
Rev. J. H. Johnson, Rev. R. R.
Atty. John M. Heiskell, former atrev,.
lic functions in municipally owned
Callahan; First Baptist Chelsea, new political group called "Citi- torney general, maneuvers. Mr.
facilities to "all persons on an
Progress."
zens
for
Leaders
of
the
Rev. Van J. Malone, Rev. S. C.
Heiskell said Monday he will work
•, equal basis.'
Long; Castalia, Rev. C. Mims, new unit are drawn from the old with "Citizens for Progress" and
City Atty. Carlos Cadena said A-B TOMMY C. SMITH, JR., son Rev.
organizati
E.
on.
Crump
H.
W.
P. Scott; Mt. Vernon,
continue as a Clement supporter.
the action is effective immediate- of Mrs. Willie Mae Gray, of 1915 Rev. Cleophas
An important goal of the "CitiMcKenzie, Rev. E.
•
ly. The ordinance covered public Rile it., is presently being trainSEEMS SURE
THIS
J. Coles; Macedonia, Rev. L. M. zens for Progress," says Attys. W.
tennis courts, golf courses, swim- ed as a supply organizational
thing- seemed sure: Neither
One
FARMERS OF AMER.
Wickard Bush, Willie Dixon,
dis Macklin; E. A. Harrold,
McDonald,
Percy
Morganfiel
and
sr.
Sam
0.
d,
Rev. R. H. Hendrick; ,
specialist at Francis E. Warren
ming
pools,
rest
Dr.
E. Walker or Lt. George W.
J.
6,,ICA — These students of Shel.
rooms
and
the
Charles
Monroe Ford, L. V. Powell, W.
Eldridge, James GeeAir Force Base, Wyoming. At First Baptist Magnolia, Rev. C. T. Bates, co-chairmen, will be the Lee will support faction backing
municipal auditorium.
.br County schools comprising
a
Nelson
legislative
election
delegation
of
Beulah,
a
R
ter,
e
Geeter,
v.
George
Brown,
Floyd
W.
CanC.
Holmes, B I 1 1
E.
All school districts here are al- outside Cheyenne, the Air Force
districts 6 and 7 participatinterpositi
Memphis' Negro
on
so
Holmes,
who
Rev,
interpositi
will
Aaton
support
on by
Hill.
Nance, and Frank Gray. Adis training Airmen in many spenon, Richard Jones, Willie B.
ready desegregated.
ed in the Livestock Judgeing
vote will likely go block style this
Tennessee
.
Greater
Mt.
Zion,
Rev.
E.
V.
cialties.
visors were S. Lucas, Wood'contest held Thursday, March
Tate; Mt. Pisgah — George
summer. It could be decisive.
McGhee; Lane Avenue, Rev. J.
Another prime qualification the
Hollis, James Bledsoe, Bu.
:
I 22 at Shelby County Penal
stock, H. M. Johnson, Bar.
More than a few Negro citizens
IV. Williams, Rev. M. S. Sykes; legislative group must have to
ford Malone. Others shown
7,..7 Farm. They are: Woodstock
rett's chapel; 0. Yarbrough,
were disappointed at the turn of
Keel
Avenue,
favor
Rev.
gain
B.
Collins;
with
F.
the
new unit is a
.4. chapter: Eddie Harris, Jimmy
are Simmon Woody, Arthur
E. A. Harrold; John W. Davis
Metropolitan, Rev. S. A. Owens, kind regard of the Commission things as far as the Racial Rela.
Winfrey, Orlando Taylor, BailMurry, Walter Smith; Barnd J. S. Simmons, Geeter; J
tions committee set-up is concern.
Rev. C. H. Owens; St. John, Rev. form of government.
retts Chape 1-Billy Joe An.
ey Dandridge, Willie Harvey,
. Mahone and Vernon Jones,
(Continued from Page
ed. Early talk about a commit'
A. McEwen Williams, Rev. C. H. COULD PRODUCE TIIIS
derson, Samuel Becton, TheoEddie Weaver, Ezell Branch,
Mt. Pisgah.
tee of Negro and white leaders of
Taylor; Greater White Stone, Rev
These two goals of the new unit
the Memphis, Trades and Labor
f .
"moderate" views didn't include
A. R. Williams, Rev, J. T. Stew- could well
produce a combination provisions
Council (AFL), and George W.
for a "separate" comRICHMOND, Va. — During its Clark, president of Local 186 and art; Lake Grove, Rev. C. Jones; of other voting factions of such
mittee for Negroes.
St.
Paul,
Rev.
H.
S.
Herring.
8
e8n tyo
ear se
strength
therofxsiLncke
as
Inpdaeip
to
elect legislators in
deoutnd - past president of the Memphis CIO
A most impressive group of NeMORE CHURCHES
August who will be both against groes
has
Council.
frt
were named to the commitJackson
Avenue,
Rev. W. L. Var- interposition and commission form
,S3,330,010.75 in death benefits, it
PICKETS ASKED TO LEAVE
a.
tee but the effect the set-up will
nado, Rev. J. B. Outlaw; Antioch, of city governmen
was reported during the recent
t.
have under such a "traditional'
Before the meeting began sev- Rev. 0. V. Garner; Greater St
semi-annual Trustee Board meetFurthermore, Cong. Cliff Davis, line-up remains uncertain. This,
pickets
the
eral
of
were
asked
Matthew,
to
Rev.
B.
J.
Webb;
New a signer of the "Dixie Manifesto
ing here.
"
The report also showed the Or- leave the building since the teach- Hope, Rev. C. Burgs; First Bap- and a speaker at the unit's forma- added to the committee's "neuat
tral- stand, leaves plenty room
The prospect of spending the rest of his life in prison!
der's assets to be $654,327.67. It ers had asked permission to hold tist Lauderdale, Rev. H. C. Na- tion, might well find himself
fac- for skeptics to roam.
brit;
meeting.
private
Greater
a
First
Baptist,
Rev.
..Ito longer hangs over 31-year-old Harold Miller. But he is ed every day. I was discouraged has a solvency of 163.01 per cent of
W. C. Thomas; Pearly Gates, Rev. ing the toughest fight of his po- 'SIDING UP'
litical career. Mr. Davis condemnunlikely to forget his experience as an inmate of the Illi- lots of times, but I never gave up $63.01 over the required standards. The pickets then gathered on the W. C. Jackson; Union Progressiv
Not happy at all with the way
e, ed
Last year 277 members of the Or- sidewalk where they bitterly critiSen. Estes Kefauver at the for;am
- is State Penitentiary since June 15, 1952—sent there praying. And now I'm just glad to der died and their beneficiaries cized Gov. Frank Clement for not Rev, G. D. Jones; Mt. Moriah, mation.
some recently elected city officials
free."
are "siding-up" now. many citisupporting the state Constitution Rev. R. W. Norsworthy; Olivet,
were paid a total of $52,201.
lira life sentence on the testimony of a woman who claim- beMiller
Interestingly enough,. neither
Rev. E. W. Williamson; Burning
said
only
one
thing
marzens are saying they want platbanning integrated schools and U.
'e assaulted her,
Memphis
Mayor Edmund Orgill
Bush, Rev J. W. Powell; Emred his happiness. Jimmy Mchenceforth tha' will be put
forms
President
W.
A.
Walter
Reuther
now,
memory
though.
nor Comm, Henry Loeb, an indei
., all a
room a free man. ,
Guire wasn't here to see his faith
•
on a public basis rather than
for making contributions to the manuel, Rev. W. E. Ragsdale; pendent, had invitations
r is free again — with the
He told newsmen—"I have no in Miller's innocence vindicated.
to
Hotel
East Trigg, Rev. W. H. Brewster,
promises between candidates and
NAACP
's Attorney's office having ill feeling toward anybody. I pray- He died last year.
and St. Jude, Rev. W. H. Mosby. Claridge luncheon for the birth of certain
leaders.
ed not to go through with
The pickets reportedly included OTHER
"Citizens for Progress."
OFFICERS
Look for more action on the regw trial ordered by Superior
0. H. Carter, chairman of the
Other officers include Rev. G. FAVORS COUNCIL-MANAGER
.
istration front right away.
M• •
Judge John A. Sbarbaro in
Frayser Pro-Southerners; George T. Thomas,
secretary; Rev. G. D. FORM
Mrs. Sarah Haughten, of 788
M
Ellis of Frayser; Joe Robertson Jones, assistant
1 qtgag°.
Though Mayor Orgill has been Lauderdale, and Mrs.
secretary; Revs.
Paretha
le Vg Miller's trial four years ago,
of 353 Edith and other Members R. R. Callahan, W.
C. Thomas and quiet on form or government since Elms, of 1547 S. Lauderdale, two
*two witnesses testified that he
of Local 988, United Automobile W. N. Gray, devotional
his
election,
it
known
is
that
commithe of the five women boosting regis•was watching television with them
Workers. The union pickets charg- tee; Dr. H. C. Nabrit,
publicity still favors council-manager. There tration at the courthouse Monday
:the night of the alleged attack on
ed that the AFL-CIO teachers' un- chairman; Rev. C. Mims,
divine is talk that Mayor Orgill and his as part of the Non-P artisan
J. 24-year-old Barbara Latimore. But
ion supports the National Associa- service chairman; Rev.
A.
Mc- backers will support a slate of League's campaign, estimated that
rs.
Latimore insisted that she
*M
tion for the !advancement of Col- Ewen Williams, fellowship chair- legislators in August.
MONTGOM
ERY,
Ala.
(INS)
—
—I Sunday charging the
above 1,500 new voters have been
minister
been able to recognize Milored People.
man, and Rev. A.
Williams, fi- However, Mayor Orgill insists gained during the first three weeks
on a bus four days later as A leader of the Montgomery bus with disorderly conduct, Rev.
nance chairman.
he has no knowledge of any move auto
sttse guilty man.
licehses have been on sale.
• boycott said Monday he would' Fields posted $100 bond and a
by his supporters to get up a slate
All citizens should listen to and
American Civil Liberties Un- fight to retain his pastorate, from police court hearing was set for
for
the
state
legislature
or to back send questions to WMCT's Sunday
Friday.
Ilan:attorney, Charles Liebman,
which he charged
"outsiders"
a candidate for Cong. Davis' seat. afternoon program,
a newspaperman, the Sun
Know Your
Still not many feel that Mayor Government.
•
:tom' Jimmy McGuire — of were seeking his ouster.
Orgill and his supporters are going
(Continued from Page 1)
The Rev. U. J. Fields
was
"gal/ Northside 777" fame — did
(Continued from Page 1)
to sit by and let "Citizens for
'reit-accept the guilty verdict as charged with disorderly conduct
Attends Press Mee
patronage of both races, a n d rode on
Sunday when, a deacon of the
the back of the truck. Progress" elect a delegation
eesairspg the ease, however.
"couldn't
operate
without
either
Attorney G. D. Milliken, jr., of known to be opposed to council:'Alley learned that clear medical church said, he refused to accept
SAVANNAH, Ga. — Wilton C'.
group."
Bowling Green, representing Ap- manager without lifting a thumb. Scott,
l
.allgence of the'attack was lacking. a vote of the congregation disdirector of public relations
Atty.
pelby,
Miller
missing
said
the
him.
charged that Randolph at- MAYBE A MODERATE
problem
:And when, two years later,
at Savannah State college here,
of seating arises when there are tacked the brothers after he surThe same thing goes for Negro served for the fourth consecutive
te'grai...1.5rittimore was committed to The Rev. Fields was a witness
SEN. ESTES KEFALIVER
vacancies either at the front or prised Mrs. Randolph "making voters. They have no plans of
tf6iisIlanteno State Mental Hospital for the state last week in the trial DALLAS, Ter. — (INS) —
year as a consultant for the Coback and either white or Negro improper advances to Truman." standing by and letting an inter1111111Casked
Sbarbaro, who of The Rev. M. L. King, who was therine Lucy, expelled from the
lumbia Scholastic Press associa.
patrons don't want to move from
Under cross-examination Mrs. position slate get sent off to Nash- lion which
lita handed down the original ver- convicted of urging the long boy- University of Alabama after stumet last week at C
seats they held when the bus was Randolph said she and her hus- ville if it can be helped. They lumbia university
colt of Montgomery city buses as dent riots were set off when she
ecliet4' to reopen the case.
in New York.
more loaded.
band entertained many whites at would also like to have an "acseating attempted to attend classes as the
pointed out the psychia- a protest to segregated
Scott addressed the group oil
drifts at the mental hospital were laws.
Whites holding on to seats in television parties at their tenant ceptable- candidate running "Editing the News."
southern school's first Negro stu,ikepared to testify that Mrs. Latithe Negro section could be simi- home on property owned by
Fields was voted out as pastor dent, plans an April wedding in
Franklin Mayor Paul Massey.
.niore's illness was such that it of the Bell Street Baptist church, Dallas.
larly fined, he said,
-made it possible for her to fabri- Deacon George Durden said, "in
She denied that she told her husShe announced last Thursday the
In
handing
out
the
fine
Judge
LOS ANGELES — Sen. Estes
,`cate stories so convincing their the interest of place and har- date of her marriage
band
on the death day that she
Boushe
to Rev. H. Kefauver said Friday he feels constated, "This court also
- UNTIL truth or falsity could not be deter- mony."
didn't have to live with him "beC. Foster, 27, a Butler college fident he ran carry the
takes
the
public
welfare
to
be
the
deep south
:mined even by a psychiatrist withAPRIL
4th
cause
I
got
a
lot
of
white
men."
But the minister charged that student and pastor of two Texas because "the majority of
supreme
law
of the land.
people
scut additional ways to check them. "pressure was put
Appelby said the gun went off
•k
on some of my churches, on April 22.
there
feel
about
do
as
—
I
realizing
EVANGEL
IST
71-10 story had been unsupported by parishione
accidentally in a struggle for it,
She said Rev. Ernest Estell, the problem
rs from
outside." He
has
to be worked out
sang other testimony at the trial. said the vote on
He testified "Mrs. Randolph had
his release was pastor of St. John's Baptist church, by thoughful people."
) But Ju'd7!e Sbabaro refused a new taken at a meeting
sidled up to Truman there in the
attended large- will perform the ceremony in his
Speaking at a news conference,
ly by members of "a faction in Dallas church.
Randolph house and Charlie came
the
Tennessee
legislator added:
.
0 Then the State Supreme Court my
of SHREVEPORT. LA.
Miss Lucy said she plans to con. "The winds of
in
church who disagree with my
and caught her. That's how the
demands for in- C
ifordered him to reconsider that de- progressive
tinue
her
efforts
to
argument
re-enter
views
got
the
started."
on
current
dividual dignity are blowing all
gision. And today the judge ruled issues."
!University of Alabama after her
Truman Appleby, called as a dehas been advising and
over the world — in Asia, Africa
1./Qf he would retry the case. But
fense witness, said he was "too
helping people since she
Durden swore out the warrant marriage, but that she may try and the United States. I can't see
'Assistant State's Attorney Francis
to enter the University of Texas.
George F. Brown who has been drunk to remember" anything that
was 12 years old—Spirianyone can secede from the
'Riley told the court it would not be
The coed and clergy student how
on the Pittsburgh Courier staff happened "after we left Portland."
Supreme
court."
tual
ad v i ce on every
ecessary, the prosecution would Piano Recital
met five years ago when he was
for the past 13 years, was named
Commonwealth Atty David Marphase of life.
Tot press the charge against Mil- ,
a sophomore at Miles college in
managing editor of the paper last tin and County Atty.
Roy Steers
' TALLADEGA, Ala. — Thomas Birmingham and she was a senweek replacing William G. Nunn, I
prosecuted.
Miller walked out of the court- Kerr, Baltimore composer, w a s ior.
who held the post for approxiAtty. Milliken, in his closing represented in a piano recital Thursmately 15 years.
Of her plans to press her case
marks, referred to John Will as a
. worth _Carolina has 48 unincor- , day and Friday in DeForest chapel at the
University of Alabama,
Nunn who could not be reached "good farm boy with a good
potted 'towns of over 1,000 popu- ; on the campus of Talladega
rep
col- Foster, said, "I am in firm agreefor comment, resigned the job. utation" but termed Mrs. Ranlation.
lege here.
ment with her."
but was offered another position dolph as "a feisty woman—a womwith the company. He has worked an who'd get a man in trouble."
DURHAM, N. C. — North Caro- for the paper for 35 years serv"The entire argument started
lina College's Physical Education ing as national editor as well as over her," he concluded.
Department is presenting its an- managing editor.
James Crumlin, Louisville atAt the same time the changes
nual Dance Festival in Duke Auditorney and Kentucky State NAACP
torium Friday, April 6, at 8:15 were made in the managing spot,
president, attended the trial as
Frank Bolden was appointed city
p.m.
"special
counsel" for Mrs. RanThe participating colleges are editor, a post that has been
dolph. He made it clear he was
Bennett College and A and T Col- vacant for some time.
Brown who was serving as mag- not there for the NAACP. Mrs.
lege, Greensboro; Duke University. Durham; and Winston-Salem azine editor when he was promot- Randolph has moved to Louisville
College, Winston-Salem.
ed, has won a number of journa- since the death of her husband.
Ella B. Gamble of Hampton In- listic awards — having received !
stitute will be in charge of this the 1955 National Negro Publish- '
ers award for reporting and the
session.
Mrs. Elizabeth White Brown is 1954 Independent Press awards
in charge of Dance instruction at for journalism and as a column(Continued from Page 1)
NCC. Teachers from the other col- ist.
leges are Miss Cynthia Chirer,
pate in co-sponsoring free prizes
Bennett College; Mrs. Sherma
for attendants to the home show
Lowe, A and T College; Miss
are Sam Fortas. Moskin's Credit
" PORTION OF BIG CROWD
mentary school, Fads, Tenn.,
Good Neighbor." (Coleman
Judith Hedgepeth, Duke UniversiThe Dukes' Easter gift to you will be their
Store, Fortner Clothing Store, Rephich attended the PT% proon Sunday, March l. T h e
Photo)
ty; and Miss Wilnetta Heel!, Winliable
Furniture
flftam sponsored at Fads Ele
Store,
Beasley
theme
affair
of
the program was "a
extraordinaire. entitled "Fashions —
Seee—_
, ston-Salem college.
Furniture Store, Purnell Clothing
Heavenly
Inspired," at the Club Ebony, 500
Store, Buckley Furniture Store,
Poplar
Tunes
Record
Shop,
Beale
ave., Easter Sunday at 8:30 p.m.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — A NeHome
gro assistant state attorney who of the Blues Record Shop, Lansky
allegedly boasted that he had Brothers, Central Prescription
It is a fashion show designed with you in
white secretaries taking dictation Shop and Paul's Tailoring comhas been fired by Gov. Leroy Col- pany.
mind.
Not in the bin yet, but sure to
lins,
be,
are
those
big
family-sized basHenry Arrington, recently appointed aide to State Attorney kets of groceries which have been
Come prepared to tune your ears to the
George A. Brautieam in Miami, a feature of every home show.
Following
sensational tunes of the King's Men; to oba meeting with the
was relieved of his duties, pending a full-scale investigation into committee on show entertainment
serve the interpretive dancing style of Bencharges of "breach of confidence last week Exposition Director L.
jamin Kelly; to sway to the mambo beat of
Alex Wilson announced that it apand misconduct."
Collins, who ordered the sus- pears public reaction for this
BTW's Mambo chorus under the direction of
pension said he would fire Ar- year's exposition be far greater
Mrs. Bable Jenkins: thrill to the soulful singrington if the charges are proved than in the past two years when
the expositions
true.
attracted some
ing of Francis Burnett, and be enchanted by
Arrington Is alleged to have 20,000 persons to the Hippodrome.
unique mqdeling tricks displayed by Memphis'
made the statements during a raThe home show provides busidio interview.
nessmen of the area the largest
most beautiful and talented fashion models,
single show place for their wares
featuring
mystery and magic with the Mysbefore an audience of thousands of
Governor Speaks
the people who help spend the
terious Voice. The show is produced and di1TTA RENA, Miss, — An ad- ZOO million dollars of the area's
•
rected under the keen eyes of WDIA's Mardress by Gov. J. P. Coleman will minority group market.
highlight Mississippi Vocational
It has gained sufficient support
tha jean (Steinberg).
I.
college's observance of the sixth of churches, schools and other
anniversary of its founding April groups to become rated one of the
5-11.
spring's most outstanding events.
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Down Memory Lane

M

Rites Held For
'Mrs. B. Austin

Do You Remember These?

PARADE DETAILS for t he
Veterans Benefit Inc.. first
Easter Day Parade are mapped by this program committee. The parade, featuring Ar•
my and Air Force Reserve
units. the Mallory Knights and
cars from various clubs, will
start at 3:30 p. m. Easter at
Fourth and Butler and move
to the organization's n e w

S

Mrs. Birdie Austin of MS WAliams ave., died Wednesday morn.
ing, March 21, at John Gasket
hospital, after being ill four weeks.
Mrs. Austin was a member of Sal.
em Gilfield Baptist church, Rev.
A. L. McCargo, pastor, and a
member of the White Rose club.
Funeral services were held Sane
day afternoon at her church, Rev.
aleCargo officiating.
Surviving Mrs. Austin are her
children, Nathaniel Austin of Memphis: Mrs. Velma Williams of Minneapolis, Minn.; five grandchildren and other relatives and
friends,
home at 860 Vance, The Worn-.
en's Auxiliary is cooperating
with the Veterans in sponsoring a tea and egg hunt after
the parade. Seated: Mrs. Therese Williams, Mrs. Hannah
Bailey. Mrs. Cora Banks, pre.
sident; Mrs. Frances Estes.,
Mrs. Edna Cunningham, chairman of decorations, and sirs.
Rosie I.ee Burnette, Standing:

William Wingfield, co-chairman; Henry Calahan, assistant secretary; George N.
Carter, program director; Mrs.
Etta Mae Phillips, program;
Harry I,. Strong, general chairman of the N'eterans Day parade. E. Holmes, general secretary, is not seen. (Coleman
Photo.)

There are 40 mountain peaks in
the Great Smokie mountains more
than one mile high. Sixteen peaks
exceed 6,000 feet in elevation,
too afraid of getting hurt phystrally. People will not do what they
know is right because they are
afraid of being left out. The moral and spiritual integrity of yes.
terday is past and gone. Somewhere in the dim unknown a yokel
is crying out, "Return on Heaven.
ly dove return, with all thy quick..
ening power. Kindle a flame of
kindred love in these cold indifferent hearts of ours?"
The life of today demands that
we go out on the limb. If life ill
ever going to mean anything to
us we are going to have to venture
out a little further, suffer a little
more, and deny outselves a little
more. Yes, why not go out on the
limb, the fruit is out there isn't
it!!

1111111111111111I111111111111111numainninliiintiniiiililiiiiniuninilintaiimainims,,,,,.. -iiiimitiMlimilit •
this highly competitive life of today for "also rans." The people
who are doing things worthwhile
are people who are venturing out.
People who are making a way
By REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE
out of no way. People who are
,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111e0111111111111111111111111111111111111MMIIMMillmilliliiimilm11111n111111111111 willing to go out on a limb bethey have reason to believe
"WHY NOT (I() OUT (IN A aim and to them this meant more cause
that somew here out there they
LIMB. nu,: FRUIT IS 0 VI! than anything else in life.
%1 ill find fruit.
THElii: ISN'T IT''"
In many schools we have 'also THE FRUIT IS THERE
So reads a quotation on a local tans.' people who Just went to
We live in a day when the darbusiness on one of our main college. In life tee have "a I s o
streets. 'Thousands of people pass rails- people who are just here, ingness of other years is a lost
this place every day and niany that's all. There is no place iTt art. People are too afraid of getting their feeling hurt. People are
have failed to see it and mans
who have read it have gone on
their way without being moved Or
encouraged tel do something. But
as I read it it carried a pregnant
meaning for me. It challenges the
thinking people and no real person
could read it without feeling a
desire to do something. To me
this sign is saying, "Why not venture out, rewards await those people who will take a chance or
move out into a realm of the unexpected
GRAVE TIMIDITY
We live in a day of grave timi• I
dity. Men are timid to the extent that they are too timid. There
is something springing up in this
generation that makes me tremble. Instead of the venturesome,
exploratory spirit of days that
have passed and gone we find people who are willing to put up with
SUPREME LIBERTY LIFE
surance company. Front row:
6. Dostry, Mrs. G. GreenL. Duvall, C. L. Meriweather,
anything as long as they can get
Insurance company staff mem1-r: Miss J. Bell, Nashville,
wood, Mrs. M. Harris, NashE. R. Richardson, Nashville,
by. We live in a day when too
bers representing the NashWalter Goodman, Mrs. Johnville; 2d row: Miss J. JenD. Stewart, regional supervisFULL SHANK NALF
many men are looking for someville and Memphis agencies
son, J. G. Ish, Chicago vicekins, Nashville, W. Contra,
Bake ono iar
or, eastern area; Douglas L.
thing behind which they can hide..
and visiting executives from
the big holidap
president, Earl Dickerson,
staff manager, Nashville, W.
Isabel, regional supervisor,
ter • e k • n 41.
Go down any street, if youl
Chicago pause during their
Chicago, president and main
Council, W. E. Trammell, dia.
ahead! Better
and Homer !Orr, Nashville.
don't believe me and ask the first
Public Relations Banquet held
valuer .• - all
speaker, L. G. Wheeler, Miss
trict manager, Nashville; R.
(Withers Photo)
dr enter snit's,
five young men you meet, "If you
Friday, March 23 nn the
inducted)
had a choice to marry a nice
Lounge of Universal Life InI-.
young lady who could bring you
tET TPfft
all the joys of family life and
all that it embraces or an old
OTHIR
woman with a plenty of money,
G4FTS AMTV t
which would you marry?" I dare
say that three and one half of
VALUE STAMPS
them would choose the latter. The
same thing is true of our young
women
By EMOGENE WATKINS
U. S. for fulfillment of the prin- L. 0. Swingler, executive secreThe teachings of a few generaARE YOU WORRIED
RIM for
ciples of democracy . . . the Su- tary of YMCA; Rev. D. S. Cun- tions ago produced
workers and
ABOUT MONEY, HEALTH, HAPPINESS?
A„ cross section of insurance
preme
Court
will
establish
the
ningham,
now
Collins Chapel, Dr. N.
our modern teachings a r e
If you arc let me tell you what causes it persons and citizens of varied
Hernict
formula for vestige." Ile encour- M. Watson, Dr. A. R. Flowers, leading us to a generatio
and what to do about it. Send your business
n of shirkand professional fields aged
am
those present to begin think- Dr. V/. W. Gibson of Le Moyne ers. Once again we must find that
wernsilete birthdate and $2.00 in cash to:
were present on Friday evening,
ing in terms of competition with College, Prof. Floyd L. Bass of which we have
MRS. CLAUDE ELLIOTT,
Skin- ej Lb. oe.es
lost and place it
March 23, when the Supreme Liball business, not just within a re- Le Moyne College, Rev.
132B Hortense St.. Dallas 16, Texas
A. Mc- back into our pattern of teaching
erty Life Insurance company enIon fa Bag
stricted group.
Ewen Williams; Dr. C. M. Roul- that our young people may come
tertained at a Public Relations
Wilson
IMPORTANT ENDEAVORS
e
hac, L. C. Sharpe, Universal, 0. out filled with a zeal to venture
BUY 1 LB.,
Men and High School and Laborers
Banquet at the Universal InsurAtty.
Dickerson,
All Meat Lb.35
nationally W. Pickett, Sawyer realty com- out.
& Women College Students Executives
ance company lounge.
GET
LB.
1
known for his leadership in FEPC pany, Raymond Tisby,
GET STARTED IN
editor of THE ALSO BANS
Ends &
FREE!!
Main speaker of the evening was and NAACP circles among nuMemphis World, Atty. A. A. LatEver so often I hear parents
FOREIGN EMPLOYMENT
Pieces
Atty. Earl B. Dickerson of Chi- merous other important endeavors,
There is a big demand for "American
ting, Atty. B. F. Jones, Atty, saying, "I don't want Johnny to
cago, and president of the Su- was introduced by J.
Know How" throughout the world.
W. Ish, jr., B. L. Hooks, Luke Weathers, come up as I did." "I went withTravel to far away places and get
preme Liberty Life Insurance com- of Chicago, vice president of
áJ
the Atty. J. F. Estes, 0. L. Brandon out this or without that. I did not
Paid the high dollar
WORLD
pany who spoke from the theme, board of Supreme Liberty
Our directory lists over 70 different
Life
Inof
LeMoyne
College, and Mrs. know what real pleasure was."
WIDE
countries an d hundreds
of
the
"Negro Life in the Contest of the surance company.
Toastmaster on Addie G. Owen, executive secre9C
world's leading firms, that employ
Maybe not, but in the whole
SLICED
May 17 decisions." He eloquently this occasion was Douglas
large variety of skilled and unskilled
L.
Isa"ff. Wer.111
tary
process
of
of
YWCA.
denying
yourself
help. Send for your copy of "THE
you
addressed the audience on t h e bel.
UAW DIRECTORY" Today"
Cloven. Valley
learned an even greater lesson.
trend
of development among NeBREAST 0-CHICKEN
President A. Maceo Walker of
THE ESAW PUBLISHING CO.
You learned how to hold back on
O.P 0. Box 421. Brookl1n 1. N. Y.
groes in the professions from the Universal Life Insbrance company,
some
Check. Cash or Money Order — $3.00
things
until
the
was
time
earliest periods . . tracing the and the National Insurance
Agenripe for the venture.
history of the "Separate b u t cy, spoke in behalf of those orKroger fruit
I wonder if in the time of beEqual" doctrine as handed down ganizations in greeting the
••STOP*••LOOK•••WRITE••
guests
ing
deprived
of
these
things
that
Are You worried. Crossed, need a Job.
in the decision in the case, Plessy present. In referring to the
imin bad luck. Trouble with loveone. do
A kitchen recreation shower will we were brought to the place in
vs Ferguson back in 1896, and how portance of having strength
You need help. ask Me about Numin such be sponsored
Avondale White
bers. I was trained by the late famous
by DeVoue Bridge life where we were willing to venit has affected the business and organizations, he said,
"We cannot
seven Sisters of New Orleans. I Succlub members for benefit of the ture out and get somethings that
C. S.
professional status of the Negro. build an organization unless
ceed. when Others fail. Send $1. for My
SIM.AD DRESSING
we wanted in life. Time and
you new E. H.
(SPIICIAL - LUCK. PIECE) it's NonHe outlined very clearly the im- build the people in
Crump Memorial hosCans'17
supernatural or Mystic, sold as a curie
it."
time
again in my life 1 have come
plications of the May 17 decisions
only. Money back -etwarantee. Send a
President Hollis F. Price of Le pital on Easter Sunday from 4 to in contact with young
Kroger Green
people
who
Stamped Belt-addressed envelope to:
and said, "In the climate of 1956 Moyne college gave brief remarks 7 p.m. at the hospital. All of their
Bro. Ivory. Box 5094. C. Nagel. St.
did not get an education because
when the world is looking to the to the group. Also at the speakers friends are invited to attend.
Louis. 15. Mi.suuri.
they did not have clothing like
Sieve
eas
Cans9
table were L. II. Twigg, presiother people or spending change
Kit
Fine
Quality
Frozen
dent
Union
of
Protective InsurAbout 23 per cent of the bitumi- like other people But on the other
MONEY • LOVE - GOOD LUCK AND
ance company; B. G. Olive, Uni- nous
HAPPINESS CAN BE vowes
coal Produced in the U. S. hand I have seen young people
versal; L. G. Wheeler, of SuCALL
ARMOUR STAR
for whom neither of these things
is
surfacedmined, while in Great
preme Liberty; Rev. B. T. Hunt,
meant anything. They had an ulHas helped many people get the things
Bush Whit* or Yellow
, W. E. Trammel, mgr. of Nash- Britain only 6 per cent is recov- timate goal — a goal
they want in life. Your problems isolv•
of getting
ed. your questions answered, your
153 N. CLEVELAND
ville office, Supreme Liberty; ered that way.
an education or accomplishing an
lucky numbers given. Write today:
E. V. Payne, manager of MemPHONE BR 6-6041
PROPHET WARD
phis office, Supreme Liberty;
Alma Green & White
P.O. Bog 751, Dept. D.. Augusta. Ga.
Over 30 Years
Rev. S. A. Owen, Dave Strewart,
Supreme Liberty, and H. A. GilCans
liam, Universal.
DOLE SLICED OR CRUSHED
BonnehlVi
OTHER GUESTS
Other guests included A. P. Dumas, president of North Carolina
Cans
Mutual, T. J. Marzette of MamAlma
moth Life, Rev. J. A. McDaniel,
Holy Week, a series of services Hamilton High school choir,
Atty. H. T. Lockard, Jesse H. Turner of Tri State Bank, Rev. S. H. centered around the "coming of RELIGIOUS SYMPOSIUM
A religious symposium is schedHerring of St. Paul Baptist church, Christ" is being observed at the
Kennedy Veteran hospital. T h e uled for Good Friday. Seven minobservation began on Palm Sun- isters of the city will speak on
day with the blessing of palms "The Seven Last Words of Christ
and distribution of them to the pa- As He Hanged On The Cross"
tients. Chaplain L. A. Thigpen for five minutes.
BEAUTIFULLY MADE
spoke on the subject "Interpreting
Rev. Luther Poovey of AscenREASONABLY PRICED
What We See."
sion Lutheran church will speak
Our robes are made from
16-0Z.
Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor of Met- on the "The First Word." T h e
f I n• materials. Expert
Workmanship. Prompt ser- ropolitan Baptist
LOAF an
church,
w a s Second Word will be discussed by
vice. SatiiifartIon guarguest speaker on Monday. The Rev. Van J. Malone of First Bapanteed Write:
All
Melrose High school choir furnish- tist Chelsea church. Speaking
Sodden & Co. Toilers, Inc.
on
Flavors
5112 Vanes Ave.
Mem•hls, Tenn. ed the music.
"The Third Word" will be Rev.
Wash. State
On Tuesday, Rev. H. C. Bunton Loyce Patrick of Avery Chapel
Free See sif Marbles
Extra Fancy Red Winesaps With Each Purchic•
of Mt. Olive Cathedral delivered AME church. The fourth, Fifth,
the message. Music was render- Sixth and Seventh Words" will
Fresh Ripe Cuban
THAT CAN BE USED
Tender Yellow
ed by the Manassas High school be spoken on by Rev. James Elchoir.
dei of Mullins Methodist church,
We Handle The Notes
The sermon on Wednesday was Rev. D. L. Cunningham of Colpresented by the LeMoris col- lins Chapel CME, Rev, James V.
lege chaplain, Rev. L. A. Arnold. Liles, of Centenary Mission
MethFresh Tender
Douglas High school choir sang. odist, and Rev. Neil Bingham of
Fresh Louisiana
95 SO. LAUDERDALE
This Thursday, Rev, D. M. Gr. Raleigh Road Methodist church,
ham of Centenary Methodist offi- respectively.
Phone IA 6-1633
ciated. Music was furnished by the
The public As iavital.
BAPTIST PASTORS OF 1937
—Were then, as now, representative ay( the major leadership of Memphis and the MidSouth. That was just about 20
years ago! They provided
the symbolism of character,
Intellect, and religious fervor
for thousands of communicants

in Memphis during the depth
of the Depression '30's. Under
the intellectual leadership of
such stalwarts as the late Rev.
T. 0. Fuller, these men represented the eloquence, leadership, and influence of the traditional Negro minister of history. laith the new upsurge

of influeace of the Negro minister today it is noteworthy
that many of t h e religious
leaders shown above are still
actively on the scene. Recognize any of them's? On the front
row, among others are the late
Reverends J. L. Campbell. and
Fuller; Rel. Roy Love is on

the left end of the front row.
Do you see Rev. A. L. McCargo and Rev. A. 5IcEwen Williams? Who else do you recognize? Picture was taken by
Hooks Brothers at First Baptist church Lauderdale) II hrn
it was located on what was
St. Paul ase. Remember?

The Pulpit Speaks

••=11.

Shop at Kroger For the

Finest Foods For
an Easter Feast

•

WILSON CERTIFIED

SMOKED
HAMS

I. TRI-STATE DEFENDER Supreme Liberty Life Sponsors
MAIL ORDER BARGAINS
Banquet In Universal Life Lounge

Lb.
HEN TURKEYS Ham Butt Half lb. 55c
Whole Ham lb. 49c
10to 12Lb. lb. 55c
Kroger Oven-Ready

Wilson Certified Pure

Pork Sausage

2lbs. 39c

•

Ham Slices Center Li, 89'
H
4..395
i uu
Wieners
Bologna
5 49
Bacon

2

Peaches

t.

Shower To Aid
Crump Hospital

No.2/
11
Cans

Chunk Tuna Pork 'n Beans 5'ta'n's 49C
2"6.:3:349`
3NCINT1 $1.00 Cocktail
Corn

Miracle Whip
P
53c

Electrical Wiring

PROPHET WARD

Strawberries

FRED C. JONES

Holy Week Services
Underway At Kennedy

Vienna Sausage Hominy
3.
c_AoNzi 49c
Pineapple
"oCAN2 29c

43°' 49`
'°' 4c
2,k„.49C

5 "o''
Cuss.s 49

Lima Beans

510° 49`

Spaghetti

5 30° 49'

Navy Beans

5 c.
3.
0.
0 49c

Kroger Grade "A" Large

FRESH EGGS ..• Doz.49,

KROGER Cinnamon Bread ....
OLD FASHIONED Sugar Cookies

USED CARS

•

APPLES

pi:a.

4

29c
49c

PINEAPPLE..• Each 29c SWEET CORN.3 Ears 25c

PARROTT MOTOR COMPANY

POLE BEANS ... lb. 10c STRAWBERRIES Pint 39c

'et

ddr

3

4
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'NewFarmers eadliner Week •D
Participate Set At Lincoln.
In Contest

Sat.. March 31. 1956
CANE TZ2 PcS5
'NAT CA N ROUGHT OF
FTC TSE =MD
AN OFFER'103 UNTO THE

•

ABEL Al-S.) 139ClAr(7 OF nit
PARSTI.10135 OF /4..9 F1.00t AND
Toll LORD WO RESPECT FOR
OFFEltnells LOUT DO NOT Reg=
NE Contr..) OF Mk

Sponsored fl

JEFFERSON CITY Mo.- The Kansas City, Mo., and Central
school newspaper and year- high school. Mobile. Ala.,
high
ra•Da o•uspi
book will get a working-over at augment the journalism faculty of
District II and 7 of the New the eighth annual Headliner Week Lincoln university to provide Inc
Farmers of America organization interscholastic press workshop at training.
of Shelby County Schools held its !Lincoln university. April 18-21.
Morning and afternoon discusannual Livestock judging contest I High school student jorunahsts sion, lecture, and latx,ratory sesa! the Shelby County Penal Farm 'from Missouri and neighboring sions are scheduled for sections
on Thursday, March 22 with the states will be attending the annual in nenspaper, yearbook, and phofollowing schools participating: E. four-day integrated sessions that tography. Evenings are gi% en
A. Harold, Woodstock. Mt. Pisgah, the Department of Journalism over to entertainment and recregram at 3 p. m. Youths of the ti
. Berretts Chapel and Getter. Three conducts for teen-age editors. re- ation.
church will participate.
I New Farmers from each school porters. bus_less managers and
A set of souvenirs have been
I chapter participated in the con- advertising solicitors.
Marvel Cotton will conduct the
collected from various industries
Each student gets individual at- and businesses for distribution
Sunday schoi)1 at 9:30 a. in. The
test,
from one of a battery of the students and their advisers.
tention
• The classes of livestock judged
The Arkansas AM and N col- were: dairy cattle, beef cattle and instructors engaged for the workpreside dur-ag the service at 11
Opening the workshop sessions
lege
Will appear in recital swine. Also there Were two class. shop. Specialists from Kansas uni• on the first evening suit be the ana :n.
versity. Central high school in
at Pentecostal Temple. of 229 Wel- es of hens for egg production.
The Baptist Training Union
nual Headliner Banquet, where /
lington.
Sunday
be directed by Cornelius Sanders
April
1
at
3
pm.
In
district
7.
Mt.
Possibility of a Negro's being inPisgah teams high point boy Ives L. V Powell awards to high school student
v. 6.X.0 p. in. Regular service will chided on the slate of candidates The public is invited. Bishop J. 0. won ftrst place. Barrett/ Chapel Billy Joe Anderson won second writers and photographers will be
be held a: 8 p. in.
won first place in district I. The place for Barrens Chapel,
for the Tennessee Legislature was Patterson is pastor.
presented.
IT. STEPRINISAPTIST
al will be presented by the choirs.
Miss Janet Lewis is tia church being discussed last week following
The Eas:er program at the S. The Sunday school, under the
reporter.
a meeting of so-tailed Old Line
Stephen Raresst church Sunday. 51,4.cm:shin of Miss Anna Jean
Shelby Democrats.
will be held immediately after the Gaadlae, comtner.ces a: 9.30 3. 112 ST. JAMES AME
The Sunday school and junior
Unnamed source.s were quoted
Sunday school at 9:15 a. tn. F. L. Rev. Li A. Storey, the pasta, will
'c
choir will present its Easter pro- saying they were of the oppinion
*either& is the-superintendent.
officiate during the morning sersSAVE
WAYS
m
at
::30
a.
in.
Mrs.
Beulah
that supporters of Mayor Edmund
• A sermon wl highlight
:ne at :1 a. in.
Nn. Mrs. H. M. Nelson. Orgill will enter a slate of legislaMorning worsh:p at 11 a. tn. Rev
Easter program wiM start at 3
Arnice Syah and William tive candidates in the coming
C). C. Crivers, ;:-.e
‘111: p. tr.. Miss Marie Bradford wLi
:ackn:n will be in charge.
election. uith the possibility of
deliver the sermon. M
Ill be be in charge.
Sunday school converts at 9 15 one or more Negroes on the tic.
nnedered by tete combined choirs
A -Resurrection Tea" w-11 be 3. :11 The pastor. Rev. H. Mc• ken
St. Stephen visii:s w
h the
However. Mayor Ont..: is reportthaspel Temple Baptist oonnrega- srsznsoned by the t.7eraldine Sims nona'.! Ne.sr.r.. speaks at 11 a. in
lion at 3 p. in. Rev. Civers s:I C:r:le in the basement of the The ACE League sill be held a: ed to have said that he knows of
church from 4 p. in. to T p. m 6
no plans by his supporters to get
be guest speaker. The tas: past:.:The cc:2.-..•..ne S:7.ms C...rcle is a
Cisrn:riut!ms w71 be bed
tiP a legislative :.:ket
b Rev. C. T. Epps.
a
and 7 V
M.ss:onary
"s
The meeting :f the Old Line
.Baptist Tratur.g
ksts co•o- V.75
Y.:K..s'sic 4 the Snelty Derrocra:s was descr.tven
Lev 'is president cf
lien's a: 6
p. i. nee, Joses-. ::-e
7f7+:7". -- 7
Soc.e:y.
• by s:.rne s,inrces as a get-tegeth•
. is the z.4 rector. The
Yes Madam*,
S2: Cour: measure, Sit t 1 cup sugar
er of former s.:pperters of the E
Vf..!be anter• GRE %TER 11 HITE STONI
401PrtnAnsseening sen-ice sill be held a:
Fas:er 5 7
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again snth salt. Ail water. 3 tablespoon cornsta r c
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fork
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mean
What
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all the special
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and thick as whipped cream.
sag at
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chores that Spring brings tt is
inanal Easter observance at MarS.trs Elise F.:••• ell e.:1 s..pervise
Quickly riir four into sborten- 1.4 ttUpson nutmeg
the
Sur.day
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worth
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the
.nes:
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to
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these lusc.ious berries at mary
Wash an4 hull strawberries.
Lou= itezision on segre.gannr..
a meal. Tn.& dessert can be
Star. oven 4.25* F. R
between Ma 1 cup water and sugar tomade early m the day.
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,College Choir At
Pentecostal Sunday

Mayor Denies
This
' Report
From Demos

pas!or. Rev. van J. Malone.
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!Hubert Manning flailing Prexy

• Spirit' Takes Off On First Lac;
Of Tour To Show Cotton Styles

ORANGEBURG, S. C. - The ing of the board of trustees.
Rev. Hubert V. Mantling was
The new president earned his
elected last week as the sixth! B.D. from Gammon Theolo^ical
president of 'laftin tiolversity. He seminary and his M.A. from Boasucceeds J. J. Seatatook.
ten university, Boston.
A graduate of Cloth's is 1939,
Rev. Manning was elected head of , There are snore than 600 life in; his alma mater at a special meet- surance companies in the U. S.

(Special

to Defender)
tth liie • Spirit N
elcome that interested people there may
see and knou our emmissary of
The best and fastest in travel ioat
Cotton fashions and good-will.
accommodations will enable the ELABORATE RECEPTION
1956 "Spirit of Cotton-Makers Ju-, From Greenville, Miss., the Den- This energetic and adventurous
bike," Miss Maxine Perryman to tal Auxiliary through its secre- young woman is thrilled about all
show off glamourous cottons to tary, Mrs. Q. L. Toler, made fin- of the fuss about her, and she is
many groups in widely separated al arrangements for their show- packing carefully but hurriedly for
the first lap of the trip.
areas. Long distance telephonesi ing.
THE
have been buzzing just to give
WARDROBE
Down Texas way. lovely Carolyn
The 'wardrobe includes readyher that ceiling high assurance 1 Wells plans for an elaborate
rethat her visit was expected and I ception and fashion show. And Tex- to-wear and factory looking homewelcomed.
as will have their two winders, sewn outfits. Mrs. Agnes Thomp-.
Her luggage is bulging with ex- Rose Murray Kennedy and Bar- son. Mrs. Eliabzeth Greer, and
Mrs. Marzie Wells have been burnciting styles and an array of stim- bara Thompson
on hand to give
ing the mid-night lamps and
ulating colors which will give expert advice on
goings-on. Too.
stitching far into earls mornings
fashion writers a new incentive. there will be the two
lovelies who
in order to get the "Spirit" ready
A long distance call from Dr. captured the hearts
of mid-southand on her way.
Richard V. Moore. President, Be- erners. Miss Lettv Joe
Douglass
thune-Cookman college, where se- and- Miss Bennie Rose
Among those who have visited
Johnson.
cond alternate Becky Johnson at- who will share
the stage with Miss the "Spirit" who wish her well and
tends suggested that the "Spirit" Perryman.
• get a wardrobe preview are: Mr.
rearrange the schedule in order
Calls have been coming in daily n d Mrs.
D. J. Thomas. R a y
to catch students before their Easfrom Baton Rouge, La., where
ter holiday break.
Thomas.
Mr.
and Mrs. Christopher
a select group of high school teenDr. Godfrey W. Hawkins of Miagers had a glimpse of our "spir- Nelson, Richard Stewart. Miss Lu.
ami, Fla., phoned just to say it"
in her initial fashion appear- la Watson. Miss Carrie Smith,
that everything was in order and ance.
It seems that a "squeeze ap- Melvin Sanley, and a group of Zothat his "neck of the woods" was
pearance" must be arranged so o members.

MARION'S ,
180 South Main

EASTER
DUSTER
DRESSES
ALL COLORS
Values To $12.95

•

$695
TIIE SPIRIT VISITS HOSPITBeginning her official
AL
tour as the Spirit of Cotton.
Miss Maxine Perryman i s

shown receiving the signature
of H. A. Chase, manager of
Kennedy Veterans Hospital on

Thursday, March 22. Also
shonn is Res. I.. A. Thigpen,
ihaplaln at the hospital.

PTA Program Of fads Brunswick PTA
Promotes Brotherhood Meets April 4 Joyce Bryant, Vivian Cervantes
To Appear At Metropolitan

The Parent-Teacher Association
of Eads Elementary School, Eads,
Tenn. sponsored a program in the
school auditorium on Sunday,
March 18 around the theme, "A
Good Neighbor." T h e program
was designed to promote brotherhood and cooperation among the
people of the community.
Principal- speaker was Rev. Eugene Waller, pastor of Early Grove
Baptist church, who used the Good
Samaritan as an ideal good neighbor. He advised his audience to
•' think
independently.
Mrs. Elizabeth Townsen d,
Jeanes Supervisor, advised parents to give children the best
educational opportunities p o ssible, and to know their childries needs. Rev. 0. C. Crivens,
vice moderator of the Friendship
District Association spoke about
the development of a recreational
center at Eads. Tenn.
.BANQUET HELD
A banquet was held after the
program in a beautifully decorated cafeteria. Among the many
guests present were Prof. and
Mrs. S. C. Harris, principal of Mr.
Pisgah P. T. A. president, and
principal of Eads Elementary
school; Ernest Brazzle, county
agent, Prof. J. S. Mebane, vocainstructor at
tional-agricultural
Mount Pisgah High School, Mr.
• *and Mrs. Cleveland Harris, Mt.
Pisgah P. T. A. preTsident, and
w if t; Mrs. Edna Jones, music
director of Greenwood CME
church; Mrs. Mary D. Louellen;

Rev. Scruggs, Prof. 0. B. Johnson
and Mr. M. W. Townsend, Master of ceremonies was Reverend
Threats of First Baptist Church.
Eads.
PTA members who gave unselfishly of their time and service
were Mrs. Izora Brooks, Mrs. Iola
Brooks, Guy Brooks, Mrs. Permetra Boswell, Mrs, Lucille Murrell,
secretary; Willie Tilman, president; Mrs. Pearl Ester Johnson
Mrs. Jim Anna Person, secretary;
and Mrs. Romelia Morris, treasurer.
Members of Eads School faculty are Prescott Fisher, principal, Mrs. L. U. Bond Smith, Mrs.
Irene B. Smith, Mrs. Josephine
Grandberry Herring, Mrs. Evelyn
H. Hayes, and Miss Carrie E.
Jackson.

Sand Scoop
Kills Worker
A sand scoop caused the death
last Thursday of Coy Mytt, 39-yearold construction worker employed
by the Lehman-Roberts Construction Co.
Mr. Mytt was killed in mid-afternoon when he was struck on the
head with the !steins sholtil Scoop.
The ascending scoop was loaded
with sand when it knocked Mr.
Mytt face down in the steel bed of
a railroad car.
The incident occurred at t h e
firm's offices at 1098 Wilson where

The
Brunswick
Elementary
school PTA meets Wednesday,
April 4 at 7:30 p.m. All patrons
are urged to be present. Earl Kirk
is president; Mrs. Thelma Westis tan
Cers antes, whose career( Although the immediate families
brook is secretary. School princiMiss achievements made her one of the; of Miss Bryant and Miss CervanBryant
soil
Joyce
Miss
pal is Prof. Edward Gray.
Vivian Cervantes will appear here most sought after models in New tes have been Seventh-Day-Ad- .
The Greater Bush Grove Baptist
Metropolitan Bap- York City, and the only Negro . ventists for many years, neither
church, pastored by Rev. J. If. April 7 at the
cover girl to model for the maga- of the two young ladies had
p.m.
7:30
church
at
tist
Greer, is having a great Easter
Joyce Bryant, internationally zines Vogne and Seventeen.
themselves accepted Christ or beservice Sunday, April 1.
Miss Cervantes, also known as come members of the church priclub singer who
night
known
Sunday 'shoot at 10 a.m. will
three years ago broke all records Vivan firossn, terminated her con- or to now.
be directed by Supt. Thurman Daat New York's Copacabana and tracts with her modeling agency
Everyone is invited to come and
vis. Regular service at 11:30, serearned the plaudits of Life and and stepped out of a five months hear these young ladies tell
why
mon by Rev. Greer.
Time magazine as one of the rehearsal and publicity build up they have accepted Christ and will
Guests for the 2:30 service will
Broadway
forthcoming
singers
dethe
for a
of
"Top two or three
use their talents to carry on His
be Mt. Sinai Baptist church and
day," has plans to enroll as a col- but as a folk singer in the "Bela-' work.
the church choir. Rev. H. W.
student at Oakwood college. fonte" manner.
Blaeknall will deliver the spes lege
They are being brought here by
Bryant in making her de- SWITCH TO CHURCH
Miss
cial Easter sermon. He is pastor
become a student at Oak- "Both Vivian and I have been. the Mississippi Boulevard Seventhto
cision
of the Mt. Sinai church and
wood, is leaving a fabulous sing- thinking for two years of joining Day-Adventist church, Elder C. B.
Beulah Baptist in Memphis.
ing career which netted $150,000 the church.'' said Miss Bryant. Graham, pastor.
An auxiliary rally will close out
per year and brought fame se."The first real step in that direcThere will be no admission but
the evening service
three continents as the silver hair- tion came last August when Miss
A special Easter program will
songstress with the four oc- Cervantes attended the Alleghany a donation will be asked.
ed
be presented during the night
tave voice and the most exciting Conference ('a up meeting to see
worship hour by the Sunday School
singing style in show business. She some of her relatives. She was
department. The public is invited.
has canceled all future engage- so impressed with the sermons and
Brunswick-Ellen
dale Civic
The
ments, for which she had been services that she immediately got
club meets Monday night April 2 booked solidly up to January, in touch with me when she returnThe community is urged 1957.
at 8
ed to New York. We had some
to attend.
GLAMOROUS MODEL
very serious discussions. Finally
Walter Guy is president. Otis
With her in her plans is glam- we decided to attend church regGriffin is secretary.
orous New York fashion model ularly."

sand was being unloaded from a
railroad car. It was Mr. Mytt's
job to signal the shovel operator
when to drop his scoop.
The victim lived at 2737 WaverlY.
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or Housewives Group
The Hyde Park Housewives
League Unit 12 met recently, and
as usual exchanged a series of
hints and demonstrations concerning the housewife and her work.
Activities have been varied
throughout the month for this progressive group. Mrs. Ella Ross,
chairman of social committee gave
a lecture and demonstration on
table service for dinner on March
1 at the home of Mrs. Hortense
Crivens; and at her own home
on March 15. There was a well
planned dinner with an attractive
color scheme, enhancing the arrangements. Mrs. Ross answered
questions regarding the lecture.
Bedmaking will be the subject
at the next meeting on April 5,
to be held at the home of Mrs.
Anne Miller on 1511 Britton.
Members of the National Housewives League of America, and a
unit of the National Negro Business League, the Hyde Park Unit
encourages boosting buying and
building business,
Watch for their coming an-

nouncement of their spring fashion show with fashions from
1800 to 1956. Mrs. Ruth Nevels, director, and Mrs. Juanita Daniels,
reporter.

Bishop Who Battled
Race Prejudice Quits
WASHINGTON - The Most Rev,
Jules B. Jeanmard resigned last
week as Roman Catholic bishop
of Lafayette, La., it has been
learned.
His resignation "for reasons of
poor health" was announced by
the Most Rev. Amleto Giovanni
Cicognani, apostolic delegate to
the U. S.
Last year, Bishop Jeanmard, 77,
excommunicated two women in a
dispute involving racially inte•
grated religious classes. The decree was soon lifted when Bishop Jeanmard said he had learned
the two Women had repented their
act - beating of a woman who
taught an integrated church class
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Railroad

Public Utilities
Industrial and Miscellaneous
Mortgage Loans (1023)
First Liens on Improved Proper*
Real Estate:
Home Office
Branch Offices and Proporty
under Contract of Sale
Loans to Policyholders:
Secured by Reserve held to their
Credit
All other Assete

"Your Value Headquarters for 40 Years"

PHONE: JA. 3-1381

payment of all benefits provided
in the policies
Policy Claims:
Reserve for Claims In Process of
settlement and for which proofs
were incomplete on December 31s4
Premiums Paid in Advance and
Unearned Interest
Reserve for Taxes due in 1956
Reserve for Employees' and
Agents' Retirement
All other Liabilities
Special Reserve Funds:
Contingency Reserve
Capital Paid-up
Unassigned Surplus
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.3%

51,896.61
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Number of Policies
Total Premium Income

•
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future deposits insured the

You'll feel like HRH himself in this elegant light weight
suit which will hold its shape and defy the most torrid
days. This luxurious fabric, tailored for the most discriminating taste, will be one of the most treasured items in
your Spring and Summer wardrobe.
•
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Here Is pow The South Breaks
The Back Of An 'Uppity Niamr'.

I DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a red white and brown. I like plain
man 35 years old, 6 ft. tall, weight but nice things. I would like a
180 pounds and considered attrac- friend of my age or older. Lena
tive. I would like to meet some E. Simpson, 51 Asquith st., Jones
nice young woman between the Town P. 0. Jamaica BWI.
•• •
ages of 25 and 35 who likes sports
and church. Must be attractive. DEAR MME CHANTE: I am
I will answer all letters and ex- interested in corresponding with
Williams, as many pen pals as possible male
change photos. Billy
6140 S. V•roodlawn, Chicago, Illi- preferred. Felocia Hannam, 18
nois.
East ave., Newton Sqn, Windward
•••
Rd. P. 0. Kingston, Jamaica
' DEAR MME -CHANTE: I read
your column every week and get
•••
great pleasure out of it. I am a
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
very lonely woman
and in the single
man and very lonely
I
market for a nice man who might would
By LLOYD GENERAL
be very glad if you would
it was struck from the side by
less driving." And the mayor de- In Chicogo, James Charles
be looking for a wife. He must be put me on
to some pen pals (feI a car driven by a white man,
clared—for good measure— that Evers saiit this week that he
sober, clean, neat, reliable, have
iThe
brother
of
toy
the
NAACP
1
who
male pals). I am 39 years of age
quickly admitted being at
no Negro in Mississippi was fit to wants to forget the nightmare he
nice steady job with good income, 5 ft. 10
official
in
Mississippi
was
in
inches tall and dark brown
fault.
vote.
brown skin, weight between 165 in
has lived through.
color. Raphael M. Walters, 37 Chicago this week, an unemployThe matter would have ended
Evers tells of his futile attempts "All I want is a job—any kind
to 200 pounds, 5 ft. 8 inches or Asquith
fugilive
ed
three-year
from
a
st., Jones Town, Kingsthere, but for pressure brought
taller, kind and
to borrow $4,000 to save his busi- of job," said the graduate of Alsweet. I am ton,
campaign of harassment that deJamaica B. W. I.
to bear on the white man to file
medium brown skin, 5 ft. 4 1-2
ness, which were valued at more corn A and M College.
stroyed
$25,000
his
business
and
•• •
against
result
Evers.
suit
The
ittches, weigh 175 pounds, good
than $25,000. He tells also of fil- He is being helped by the Rev.
left him more than $500 in debt.
was •a $500 judgement against
DEAR MME CHANTE: I would
cook and housekepper and in my
ing a complaint with the FBI, A. Lincoln James, pastor of the
was
He
victim
the
of
economan
I Mrs. Evers.
early fifties. Now boys if you are like to correspond with pen pals. ic lynching.
informing them that Mississippi's Greater Bethesda Baptist church,
really looking for a wife here is I am 21 years old, 5 ft. 6 inches He is 33-year-old James Charles I There was another accident in
Fifth Congressional District has who hopes to find Evers a job
Your chance. I prefer you write, ttall, weigh 135 pounds, brown in Evers, WII* arrived in Chicago which Evers' car was struck by
no Negro voters.
with a Chicago undertaking esbut if you care to you may call, complexion and have hazel eyes. Sunday from Philadelphia, Miss. another vehicle driven by a white
And he relates sadly how the tablishment.
Marjorie
woman.
poWhen
chief
the
of
Dillon, 30 Highoborn St.,'
Please don't call or write if not
FBI conducted an investigation, "But," said Rev. James, "if
His brother is Medger Evers, Mislice arrived on the scene, the
serious. Mrs. A. B. O'Neil, 418 E. Kingston, Jamaica, B. W. 1.
and declared there was "not anyone knows where Evers can
sissippi field secretary for the
•• •
, woman said Evers' car was stand50--PL. Second Fl. Chicago 15,
enough evidence "to warrant ac- find employment, they can conNAACP.
struck.
when
still
!
ing
was
it
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am
Illinois. Telephone Dr. 3-4892.
tion. The NAACP has also been tact me or the Defender or call
Three years ago, Evers was a ,
•••
But the chief—and the town's
!desirous of having a pen pal from prosperous young businessman
unable to get action in the case. Evers at ROckwell 2-5804."
. mayor—woul have none
d
of such
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am , all of the states in America, pre- He owned an undertaking establooking for a christian man. I am ferably men. I am 37 years old, lishment, a hotel, two cafes and confessions. They publicly stated
5 ft. 6 inches tall, weigh
145 '5 ft. 7 inches tall and dark com- the town's only taxi line for Ne- that this was an opportunity for
lvhich they had been waiting
pounds and a divorcee with two Iplexion. Eunice Morgan, 4 Gold- gmes.
more than three years.
children ages 8 and 9. I own my ing Rr., Cross Rds. P. 0., St. AnNow, all that is gone—because
The upshot of it all was that
home also have nice income. Will drew, Jamaica BWI.
he dared urge Negroes in Mis- Evers was fined $84 for "reek•••
answer all mail. Mrs. G. Bolden,
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am sissippi to register and vote. Un5228 Ingleside, Chicago 15, IlliGREENSBORO, N. C. — Al- when she reigns over the tradiinteresting in corresponding with der mounting pressure, Evers
nois.
though she has literally been a
tional May Day Court on Sat.
• ••
pen pals. I am dark complexion, was forced to flee Mississippi with
"queen" since birth, the 1958
urday, May 5.
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a 35 years old and 5 ft. 4 inches tall. his wife and three small girls.
They have moved into a flat at
"Way Queen" at Bennett colThis year's ruler is Miss Queen
man of 33 years old, 6 ft.
in., Seno Moodies, P. 0. Box 75, Kingslege will take on a new role
1851 S. Hamlin with his sister,
Esther Farrish, of Roxboro, who
tall, weigh 165 pounds and have ton, Jamaica, BWI.
Mrs. Elizabeth Jordan, and their ' A
• ••
won by a close vote over Miss
never been married. I would like
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a mother, Mrs. Jessis Evers.
Joyce Dobson of Hurlock, Md.,
to hear from some young women
between the ages of 19 and 36, of Jamaican woman, my height 5 ; Ever's story is an all-familiar
In the campus-wide voting.
medium brown skin to white. I ft. 4 inches, weight 118 lbs, black j tale of what happens to Negroes
Miss Farrish, a home economcan be contacted by telephone hair and 44 years old. I would like I in Mississippi who try to exerics major, is the daughter of Mr.
citizenship.
their
rights
cise
of
Vla
Wagner 4-3625 or write. B. F. to correspond
with a
and Mrs. John Farrish and is a
foreign!
The trouble began when Evers, I
Bostwick, 447 E. 49th St., Chica- gentleman, one who is kind and
graduate of Person County High
jockey
radio
disc
a
on
loving•
PHILADELP
station!
HIA—Giving equal
Wi
go, Illinois.
ge r us.
school. She plans a teaching ca.
Philadelphia
urged
WHOC
in
• ••
'rights to All American citizens
exchange photos and answer all
Mrs. Eloise Poke is seeking the reer. For the past two years,
' DEAR MME CHANTE: I would letters. Isavell Campbell. 34 East other Negroes to vote. To set an • without regard to race, color or
whereabouts
of her brother, James she has been an outstanding modexample,
tried
three
times
he
,
to
religion
will have a great bearing
like to correspond
with nice Greenwich Town, Whitefield Town
Warren Jackson, who has been el in campus fashion shows.
register.
young ladies between the ages of ' P. 0., Jamaica, BWI.
on this country's victory or demissing since 1950.
I At first, he was told by the feat in its conflict with CommunA sister, Pearl, is also a mem• ••
18 and 25, especially these in!
Richardson,
clerk,
Burdett
that
The last local address Jackson ber of this year's graduating
imperialism
ist
world,
Illinois. I am 23, years old, 5 ft. 9 DEAR MME CHANTE: I am in
around the
had was 3606 Prairie ave. Mrs. class.
inches tall, weight 170 pounds, need of a pen pal. I am a factory he would have to recite the U.S. U. S. Sen. Thomas C. Hennings,
JAMES EVERS
Poke told the Defender this week
light complexion, black wavy hair worker, 38 years old, single, Constitution. Unable to perform jr., (D-Mo.) told the Friendly Sons
Miss Paula Edmunds, of Cinthat her brother disappeared mys- cinnati, Ohio, captured the top
and considered cute, I am a veter- dark brown and 4 ft. 10 inches tall. this task, Evers gave interpreta- of St. Patrick here Sunday.
teriously one day in 1950 and all campus post — president of the
an and have a college education. Mae Richards, 9 Tinerton Road, tions of four amendments.
• Senator Hennings said the two
efforts of the police and others Student Senate for 1956-57
O. J. Jones, 1226 N. Larrabee st., Johnson Towns, Windward Road, I Richardson was still unsatisfied. , national problems of Communist
— in
He demanded that Evers recite aggression abroad and the mainto ascertain his whereabouts have the elections.
Jamaica, BWI.
Chicago 10, Illinois.
• ••
verbatim the first ten amend- tenance of constitutional rights at
• ••
been futile.
An English major and dangh•
DEAR MME CHANTE: I read DEAR MME CHANTE: I would ments to the Constitution. Unable home are so complicated and serHowever, she is renewing her ef- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Edyour paper every week and see like to correspond with a male to comply, Evers was still un- ious that solving them will test the
forts to find him because of their munds, she
succeeds Miss Lorbow you help other people. I am colored American. I am 23 years daunted. He went home and re- ablest thinking of the American
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The Rev. I Kan.; and Austin Lovelace of Gar- father, Charlie Jackson, of Bir- etta Free of
Greensboro.
viry lonely man and
don't of age, 5 ft. 3 inches tall and dark 'turned within the week, ready to people.
mingham
Biblical
rett
Institute,
who
Evanston,
is
anxious to see
Daniel L. Ridout. administrative
Elected to serve in her cabihis
drink or gamble. I would like to complexion. My hobbies are sing- !recite the amendments.
son
again.
Senator Hennings said he believ- secretary of the Baltimore Area Ill.; and Dr. Earl Harper of the
net were: Misses Blondelle
But he never got a chance to ed that the best answer
marry a nice lady and purchase a ing, dancing, going to movie and
to mani- of The Methodist Church, was one University of Iowa; Cecil Lapo of I Anyone knowing anything of Reid, Greensboro, secretary;
nice home. I am 31 years old, reading true love story. f am will. put his new-found knowledge to festoes against the equality of all
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Mrs. James Jackson is urged to tele- Dorothy Harris,
Greensboro,
brown skin, black curly hair and ing to answer aH letters. Aleith use. He related the words of ; citizens under Federal law would of the ten specialists in the field Madeline Ingram of Lynchburg, phone Mrs. Poke at
Livingston 8- treasurer; and Debris Alexanof church music called by the Dedress very neat. Please send M. Thomas, 68 Run Lane, Kings.'Richardson:
be action by Congress to strength- partment of
Virginia;
Fred
68
:
31,
Loiter
of
Baton
or
write
her
at 1139 E. 43rd der, Winston-Salem, parliamenthe Local Church of
"I hear you have been saying en its protection.
photo. Eddie Johnson, 4537 Prairie ton, Jamaica BWI.
Rouge, La., and Dr. Roy Burt of st.
tarian.
the Methodist Board of Education,
* ••
some damn smart talk about me.
Ave., Chicago, Ill.
In this connection he said he
to confer on improving the quality the University of Illinois, Urbana,
• ••
DEAR MME CHANTE: am a Now get out before I. .."
hoped for adoption of four bills
DEAR MME CHANT: I would ;lonely woman who would like to Evers left, but his troubles which as Chairman of t h e of church music and musicians.
Plans were made for institutes
like very much to write and re- meet some of your pen pals. My were not over. In fact, they had Subcommittee on Constitutional Other members of the group in- of Church Music at Mt. Sequoia,
hospitalized height is 5 ft. 3 inches and dark just begun.
ceive letters from
Rights he has forwarded, with cluded Professors Ed Moyer of Ark., Lake Junaluska, N. C., and
veterans who don't receive much complexion. D. Brown, 194 Orange
First, his taxi licenses were re- 'Subcommittee, approval, to the Westminister Theological Semi- Lycoming college, Williamsport
,
yoked; then the lease on his cafe- Judiciary committee.
mail. I have quite a bit of time st., Kingston, P. 0., Jamaica.
nary, Westminister, Md.; William Pa., this summer. All of the instiby Charles L. Browne
- ••
teria was cancelled. Advertisers
on hand and I visit old people in
The four bills are: (1) A bill to Rice of Baker university, Baldwin, tutes will be interracial,
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a ,began to boycott station WHOC, protect
the institutions. This is some what
the voting rights of a II
of a hobby with me. I am
a single woman who would like to his sponsors were forced to drop citizens in Federal elections and
To The Lonely Warrior
beautician by
trade.
Juanita correspond with pen pals. Inez the show and finally Evers quit. primaries: (2) a bill to establish
Barrett.
4'.
Hart Lane. Cross Rd. There was more. Guests in new civil rights enforcement maCampbell, 5052 S. Cottage Grove,
Sleep in peace 0 lonely warrior . . . May
your rest be ever sweet
P. 0. Kingston, Jamaica.
Room 7 Chicago. Illinois.
Evers hotel were warned that the chinery in the Attorney General's
When you enter heaven's foyer . . . May
* • .•
you find there perfect
,building might be blown up. Ne- office: (3) one to extend protection
peace ... You who came up from the shadows
... Fought the hard
F.1 Paso—The Rio Grande river groes \ Ira were members of his
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
and bitter fight . . .Always sought to place
against bodily attack to all mema ladder . . . From the
lonely girl. I would like very much which comprises the international burial insurance plan were told to bers
darkness to the light...Within your heart a dream
of the armed forces; and
was born...Some
to meet some nice man about the boundary between the United quit or lose their jobs.
SUPERFICIAL LIVING
warmer, kinder, lovable qualities 59 years ago ... To keep this lonely dream
(4) a new anti-lynching bill.
States
ages of 38 and 45. I am
and
Mexico is one of the
Then came the final blows. One
very
Why should your life assume of existence which will bring a make it so ... A dream, some said was alive .. . You toiled te
quite far fetched. Imposmuch interested in marriage to longest of the continent. It extends day Mrs Evers was driving one
New York ranks first in the pro. the superficial? You like your bigger, fuller meaning to living.
sible, some cried. . .And while the world sat back
some one who wants something in for a total distance of 2.200 miles. I of her husband's hearses when duction
and scoffed
successful friends can have the
of talc and gypsum.
A superficial life shows an un- You fought a tireless fight. . .So sleep in peace
0 friend of man
life and the future. I am very
developed personality, an empty . .. And may your rest be sweet • . .
Perfect peace within God's
understanding, hoping the same of
mind, a barren soul, a loveless hand for ... A job well done, complete.
him. Please if you can make it
character. Showing positive
vi00te•C OA% AhltilAlt46
•
possible that I will meet some
brations in living, portrays a
VASE -(0 SAY/ MAE'S `40012
nice fellow only interested in marspiritual rather than a material
wINEY--NOW
riage. I am 37 years of age. Will
slant in your thinking. When you
send photo if I have to. Miss
OUT!
live a useful life and become a
Claressia Wilson, 3124 S. Prairie
I wa,salNo EXCuSES.
factor in the Eternal pattern of
Ave., Chicago 16, Ill.
%MAZE
living, You are definitely a dis* ••
COME N
ocme
ciple, bringing a
message
of
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am
ekt-.1` GE.1 %/OUR WAXY.
Hope to your fellowmen.
in need of a pen pal. I am slim,
•••
coal black full eyes, straight nose.
Dear Prof. Herman: I received
pure white teeth and
medium
on my birthday, a very expensive
length hair. I took local examinagift from my fiance, I feel that
tion and have made an applicaso much money spent like this
tion to the Jubilee training Hoswill hinder our getting ahead in
pital for nursing. I am 5 ft 5 inchthe
future. Should I tell him how
es tall and weigh 102 pounds and
I feel about such expensive gifts.
20 years old. Daphne M. GraANS. Men give gifts for severham. Hart Hill Gate, Bluff Bay
al reasons. — Quite often it is
P. 0., Portland Par. Jamaica B.
a way of easing a troubled conW. I,
science; again it shows to your
circle of friends a certain sort
DEAR MME CHANTE: I would
of worldly success which
in.
like a male pen pal between the
*AO VA
flates the masculine ego. Love is
lutcrt )gta IVJAPIT 101ELO
ages of 19 to 25. Daphne Clarke,
14AI &Art AO%) LONG
very seldom shown In an expenAE'S h QIEND OF MINE
1 Sutton st., Kingston
P. 0.
1,1tuatC1146 1116 lirtItterS IS
1,14taS AE BEEN 4102KIN
10016 HMO
sive gift. True love does not
CAD
kAIS
NM*
IS
SPARKS
:
)
Jamaica.
VI IS 0140114116t...1)Crts4o Itteht NMIMO:tVrtictwis
need
ltEiZE
gifts
?
to
keep
it
alive.
mcrti PhCK
Talk
•• *
UP
'Alai
ISCMILe INK is lo REMIND %tau .
to your finance and tell him the
1100
2jr
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
lb90IMNER AEA
growth of your love through the
Jamaican who would be very glad
years ahead, does not depend
to get a pen pal from over there.
lavish giving.
on
I am of a dark complexion, not
•••
bad looking, not married and have
Dear
Prof,
Herman: My next
no children. I am 5 ft. 4 Inches
door neighbor has a lot of comtall, black hair, brown eyes and
pany, which at times is very an25 years old. Hazel Smith, 24 1-4
noying to us. They are very loud
Boyden st., Brownstown, Kingston,
in their talking. Should I talk to
Jamaica B. W. I.
them about this? Worried.
••

Queen Reigns As'Queen
Of Bennett May Court

o. Senator
,
sks Rights
Law

•

Seeks Brother
Gone 5 Years

Church Board To Seek
Better Music, Singers

OBSERVATIONS

•

044674orP

FIRED!

(

*

(water Num!

ANS. As long as no abusive
language or no violence is used,
and they do not disturb you late
at night; you have no right to
Interfere in their living. We all
have different tones of voices.
Think, you might have some
trait that they dislike too.

DEAR MME CHANTE - I am
desirous of getting a pen friend.
'am 30 years old, single, dark complexion, round face, 5 ft. tall and
'weigh 126 pounds. I like music
and dancing and out-door games.

Sty colors are navy blue. dark I

P.

•

•

Tri-State Defender
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However, it must be further con-

HOT AIR

diVith Summer coming up pret- ceded that the medley of "hot air"
ty soon it seems timely to bring puts a new responsibility. on leadership. It means that those who
up the subject of ''hot air."
There's been so much of the are regarded as the "spokesmen"
stuff blowing around daring the for which-ever side must be ready
se inter just closing and the Spring with something to say that can
Supscription rotes: One year. $6; sli months. $3.50. (2-yeeit speciel subscription rate, SIR)
now at hand till it looks like some- counteract the hot air blowers.
The Tri-State Defends, Doos Nov Take Responsibility tor Unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
For as it is, some people, not
body would welcome a series of
cool breezes. Hot air is too much thinking about the matter deepPublishi,d Every Thursday by tile Tr -State Detendot Puto:shirip Co Entered OJ S.coid
ly enough, are prone to conclude
with us.
Especially in this matter of race that %1 hat the "hot air'' spouters
Class Matter at the Morphls Post OfEce Match 20, 1952, Undo, Act twt Mirth 2, 11179.
relations is to much "hot air" arc blowing is representative of
being exuded. On street corners, an important segment of sentibuses, in barbershops, beauty par- ment. Some of them talk so loud
lors, all around, the atmosphere and long until a lot of folk just
is stifling with the -hot air" being go ahead and let them spout withblown by too mans. sideline quar- out trying to interest them. The
•
terbacks, who would drop the ball result is the "hot air" they
everytime it was passed to them, blow percolates all over the place
if they got into a real part of the unchallenged out in the open where
game.
it should be dispersed.
There are too many folk writNow, at first thought, one would
Every election year some editorial mass return of Negroes to the Republi- 'ing too many "hot air" letters to think that ignoring the spouting of
writers write learned essays on this being can Party has become a definite objective the Editor. Most of them would the "hot air'' blowers would sibe masterpieces of comedy if it lence them, But unfortunately it
a "year of decision." Certainly this elec- for 1956.
doesn't. The ignoring silence of the
tion year of 1956, more than most others,
from they
the tragic
As we review the straws in the wind, from
weren'twhich
spring, atittujes folk around them is misinterpretdeserves this descriptive phrase.
we recognize that the groundwork for a
ed by the - blowers" as rapt reThis is true primarily because we major shakeup in political alignments of Of course, it can he conceded
that "blowing off steam" is a sort spect and attention. And they get
shift
major
a
of
verge
'seem to be on the
Negroes and liberals is being made. Wheth- of safety valve for the communi- louder and longer.
in political alignments. Our reporters, and er it comes off or not depends upon the ty. It permits folks to blow their
So maybe, since folk are paying
many samplers of public opinion, have in- Democratic high command. If they are un- tops rather safely . . . at least more attention to preachers, it
dicated that the so-called Negro vote, able to get the worst types of Dixiecrats the "letters" do. But that can't might be well for some of their
which has been overwhelmingly Democrat- off their backs. the Democrats will be exactly be said for the off-t h e sermons to be angled toward the
cuff venting of "hot air'' one hears "blowers" to get them word that
ic in recent years may switch horses in runners-up this year.
from word of mouth conversations people don't approve of them.
1956.
Typical of the confusion among the in so many places. It's astoend- May be they ssould pay attention
Such a shift would have enormous reDemocrats is the Stevenson upset in Min- ing how many experts on race rehe preacher when he pointed
Some
parties.
major
both
in
percussions
.t how useless their "hot air"
lations are cropping up all over to
nesota.
that
Sen.
demonstrated
Kefauver
out
commentators believe that it would spell the
so-called "organization" Democrats do the place. They are sprouting and and how harmful it can be in
the end of the Democratic Party as the
like jimson weed. And the causing further misunderstandnot
have any control over the voters nor .ogrowing
dhor they're giving off with their and hard feelings.
majority party in the United States. Some
do they have the influence normally at- tioodtatairs ist
t he mumentaus Itoand
liberals among the Democrats insist that a
In fact, it might be well for a
tributed to them. If this condition prevails
even
pin duaaingero,
will
by
Southerners
created
Third Party
concerted effort to he organized
in
the
big
of
the
bailiwicks
Democratic
of
well-being
health
and
physical
make its bow by convention time and the
among the leaders of thought and
Negroes who are now disgusted will find North, anything can happen at the Dem- theIt'scommunity
-hot air" blowers to pipe down.
enough for folk to have to
least get the point over to
the Democratic Party as acceptable as ocratic convention.
listen to and endure the varying Or at
Two things, therefore are clear. First points-of-view of the accepted "ex- them that what they're saying is
ever. The latter discount the talk of a mathe season is open for political upsets all perts," leaders, and other authori- something like a hound dog bayjor shift.
At his press conference recently, Presi- across the board. Secondly, a major rea- ties on the subject. But when ev- ing at the moon.
air"
dent Eisenhower indicated that while he lignment of the so-called Negro vote, which erybody starts pitching in his little As it is. even young "hot act.
the
on
in
getting
blowers
are
was not concerned about so-called blocs, in a large measure represents the balance nickel's worth, the going gets a
too tough on the eardrums and And one kno ws they're not re'Negro or otherwise, if Negroes came into of power, is almost certain, unless the
sponsible. Yet, theie is always the
's
one's
pea
peace
of mind.
the Republican party like other Americans, Democrats can free themselves of the
Maybe there ought to be some chance of one hot air blower's behe would welcome them "with open arms." Dixiecrat leaders. Finally, to trot out again soapboxes set up down in Handy's ing on hand to hear another and
His lieutenants, however, have been dili- a favorite editorial phrase, this is the "year Square . . or better still, down rush in to blow his "air'' just
gently at work among Negro leaders and a of decision."
on riverbank . . . so the "hot as
soon as there is blowing space.
air" spoilers can clean their flues
st.
with a "passel" of mud cats for Then the whole place is cluttered
up with "hot air."
their audience,
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Our Opinions

The Political Picture

411,

Missing The Boat

Ili ill

We've been wondering what's going to
be accomplished by the boycott trial in
Montgomery.
In the first place the regimental indictments and the subsequent trial of Rev.
Martin L. King, head of the Montgomery
Improvement Association, seems to us a
waste of time and money.
Thongh Rev. King's trial has dragged
on a week, we assume that those of the
other 90 defendants can be disposed of
more quickly. But at one a day, it will take
three months to exhaust the list of persons
Indicted.
But none of this is getting any closer
to a solution of the basic problem. For even
as Rev. King was on trial, buses were still
being boycotted.
Should Rev. King be convicted, it will
have no bearing on the boycott. Further,
his conviction will prove nothing since: it
is a certainty that it will he appealed to
higher courts up to the U. S. Supreme
court in Washington.
More time and money wasted, and still

no end to the boycott.
The demands of the MIA are certainly
reasonable. Courteous or, at the least, civil
treatment is due any human being, and
during the trial it was brought out by a
bus official that the first come, first served
basis of 'seating is no violation of any jim
crow statute.
The determination of the white man
in some areas of the South to pile humiliation upon humiliation on the Negro can be
the factor that completely destroys his nice
little jim crow society.
The issue of intra-state jim crow
would not have arisen at this time, had the
bus and city officials been willing to give
the Negro citizens the modicum of respect
they ask. They had not attacked the jim
crow system, they simply wanted to modify it.
The late Lucius Harper had a saying:
"It is better to be thought a fool than to
open your mouth and confirm it."
The southern white man has certainly been opening his mouth wide.

What The People Say
Automatic Lunches

Assi liririfli
EQUALITY BEFORE THE LAW

'ligaments as published in your life is "Life is full of changes, it greater than his own.

,

A Little Group Of Poems On
The Struggle For Democracy
SOUTHERN MAMMY SINGS
hase I want freedom just as you.
For many years now I
Miss Gardner's in her glad
child
a
of
eyes
the
been writing poems about the de• And through
in her yard, al
termination of the Negro to be- at a carnival I look at segrega- Miss Yardman's
is at the mass
Michaelmas
tion:
American.
fledged
full
come a
I am gettin' tired! Lewd! I .
Lately, with Alabama, Mississippi,
MERRY•GO•ROUND
tired! The nations they
and Georgia on the front pages Where is the Jim Crow section gettin'
fightin'
and the nations they di
requests
of
number
daily, a
this merry-go-round,
On
Sometimes
I think that wh
fit.
have come to me for various of
Mister, cause I want to ride? folks ain't worth a little bit. L
these poems. With the kind perDown South where I come from week they lynched a colored h
mission of my publishers, I reWhite and colored
They hung him to a tree. T.
print some of them here.
('an't sit side by side.
colored boy ain't said a thing
Down South on the train
I, TOO
we all should be free. Not mear
There's a Jim Crow car.
to
be sassy and not meanin' to
too, sing America.
On the bus were put in the smart—but sometimes I think t.
I am the darker brother
hack —
got ,
white folks just ain't
They send me to eat in the
But there ain't no hack
heart, No M'am! Just ain't got
kitchen
To a merry-go-round!
heart.
When company comes, but I WHERE'S THE HORSE
Certainly the way of the Mom
laugh,
FOR A KID THAT'S BLACK?
on the frontiers of democracy'
And eat well, and grow strong.
voting
Coricerning the problem of
Tomorrow, I'll sit at the table in the Deep South before the rise not always easy:
DUSK
When company comes.
of the Citizens Councils, this poemn
the dusk,
in
Wandering
Nobody'll dare say to ma,
encounter
about a young Negroes
you get lost In
Sometimes
"Eat in the kitchen," Then,
with the Klan:
dusk —
Besides,
KU KLUX
And sometimes not.
They'll see how beautiful I am
Beating your fists against
And be ashamed
They took me out
wall,
I, too, am America.
To some lonesome place.
You break your bones
But, recognizing the struggle to They said, "Do you believe
Against the wall —
achieve full citizenship!
In the great white race?"
But sometimes not.
"Mister,
said,
I
DEMOCRACY
Walls have been known to L..
To tell you the truth,
turn to dawn,
Dusk
Democracy will not come
I'd believe in anything
And chains be gore!
Today, this year, nor ever
If you'd just turn me loose."
So we cling to the Americ
Through compromise and fear. The white man said, "Boy, can
dream
and, like those who fl
I have as much right
it be
As the other fellow has to stand
You're a-standin' there sassin' Ilitlerism during the war to se.
sanctuary On our shores, Negrc..
On my two feet and own the
me?"
declare as might a:
land.
They hit me in the head
I tire so of hearing people say, And knocked me down.
REFUGEE IN AMERICA
"Let things take their course, And then they kicked me
There are words like Freedo
Tomorrow is another day."
On the ground.
Sweet and wonderful to say.
I do not need my freedom when
A klansman said, "Listen!
On my heart-strings freed°
I'm dead.
Look me in the face —
sings
I cannot live on tomorrow's And tell me you believe in
All day everyday.
bread
The great white race."
There are words like Liberty
Even a "mammy" (to use a
Freedom is a strong seed
That almost make me cry.
white term) might sometimes
If you had known what I kne
Planted in a great need.
speak her mind as in:
I live here, too.
You would know why.

ents began adhering to an old
seldom-used law that requires
any applicant for registration to
be able to read any clause in
the state or federal constitutions
and give a "reasonable" inter.
pretation of it.
She said that virtually no one
passed the test — white or Negro. Included among those rejected were 24 white persons,
some of whom had been voting
•••
for many years.
She said that before she be.
BATON ROUGE, La., March
gan adhering to the old law,
22 — (INS) — Pressure brought
she had received applications
to bear on White Citizens Counwith impartiality, favoring no
cils to keep Negroes from regisone, and in doubtful cases con•
tering in a northwest Louisiana
parish has resulted in elimirat• suited with her legal advisor,
the district attorney.
ing white voters.
Mrs. Clements, who has servThat, in effect, was disclosed
ed as registrar of Webster partoday in a report filed by David
Reynaud, Louisiana State Direc- ish for the past 16 years, said
she was "confident of complete
tor of N'oter Registration.
exoneration."
The report revealed:
Reynaud turned his report
The police jury of Webster
parish (county) requested Gov- over to the State Board of Regernor Robert Kennon in Febru- istration, headed by Kennon, toary to order an investigation of day. The board has the author'.
ty to remove Mrs. Clements
White Citizens Councils charges
from her post.
that a regstrar was not heeding
The list of Negro registrants
state registration laws,
in Webster parish increased only
The registrar, Mrs. Winnice
P. Clements, had been request• from 1,267 to 1,483 during the six
months before the last primary,
ed by the jury on Jan. 3 to abide
Feb. 21. About 10,000 whites are
by state laws in registering votlisted as voters.
ers.
The White Citizens Councils
The White Citizens Councils
had charged that she was favor. are the groups which formed
ing Negroes who applied to reg- over the South to fight integraister,
tion efforts through use of the
Not long ago I introduced you to
After the request for an inves- economic boycott and other nonAnthony H. Richmond who is an
tigation was made, Mrs. Clem. violent means.
English sociologist and a lecturer
. ,1111111111111111IIII11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ill11111111111111111111111111f in the Department of Social Stud. of the University of Edinburgh.
His studies of color prejudice
and racism, particularly in the
British Commonwealth, have won
him considerable attention among
social scientists everywhere.

An eloquent testimonial of
what happens when the law is
applied in the South without regard to race is a news story
that came to our attention last
week.
Rather than retell it in our
words, we present it as it came
off the teletype machine for
use by papers subscribing to In.
ternational News Service.

paper will cause many people to according to the dictates of their
stop reading the paper. It is re- conscience be respected by your
DEAR EDITOR: In
order to
Matthew
help fight segregation, it is very quested that the religious beliefs paper in the future.
important to have a weapon with of thousands, who worship God Riley, Chicago, Ill.
which to fight. Working and financial power is one sure way of
offering a competitive demand. I
an an inventor holding the patent
rights to a "Food Vending Machine" that dispenses box lunches
and pie by push button selection,
known as an oven. I am making
this appeal because I hope to keep
the ownership completely by Negroes.
This is a large interprise and a
board of directors are very necKnow the facts of life also know therefore, life is always up-tocessary. To become a board memto bring out a relationship. date. These changes are the rehow
ber capitol is important to comwill and these facts consti- sults of life's continuous progress.
Your
ply with the California regulagreatest problem also You must keep up with or be
investment tute your
tions of Inc. Your
accomplishment.
run over or left by it."
greatest
your
will entitle you to be a stock
There is no such thing as standThere are many things and conholder also.
still. One is either moving foring
the
in
involved
are
up
will
all
which
set
in
be
Plants
ditions
'
ward
with life, being chased by
the
complicate
major Cities in the USA and the facts of life which
Corporation will hire all nationali- problem. Folks you like also folks life or being left by life.
The facts of life are as uneven
ties who can qualify for what ever you dislike, favorable and unfavoras the strands of a rope also as
•position there will be to offer.
able conditions, understandings
Our oven will gross over $2.000.00 and misunderstandings, there is irregular as the parts of a lock,
for one servicing. All applications old man circumstance who comes so it is with the will of man. The
svill be given due consideration by in and always keeps the waters strands of man's will are short
toward others and long toward
my attorney and myself. Each of understanding muddy.
himself — curves into him and
person will be contacted by reattach
so
will
Circumstances
from others.
out
turn mail.
noble thought and
Please state age, sex, education. himself to every
TO GET HARMONY
probthe
solve
to
makes
11 background and amount of effort one
If man wants harmony, peace,
to the
capitol. All applications should be lem of adjusting his will
strength,
union and progress, he
become
In as early as possible. Act at facts of life that you will
must be able to enterweave the
a
be
once as this is a very unusual op- so confused until you will
uneven strands of his will with
portunity. My attorney is Atty. part of the problem.
the uneven strands of the facts of
M. C. Abler; of San Francisco, FACTS OF LIFE
life, also to enterlock his irregu•
Calif. Miss June Ragsdale. 82 Sun
What are some of the facts of lar will with the irregular parts of
Francisco,
Valley Drive, San
life? The first fact is "You are the facts of life.
Calif.
The strength of human society
not the only one out tonight."
There are others out also. The se- lies in the ability to make the
Re: Father Divine
cond fact is "You cannot have many uneven and unlike parts of
neither humanity even and fit in the whole
DEAR EDITOR: A featured ar everything you
want
ticle, "Off the Record," published can you have everything go as — this is first an individual probin your Wednesday, March 7 edi- you wish them to go." Third, the hem, then a community, state,
tion carried an erroneous state- persons you dislike have some- nation and world problem.
ment concerning Father Divine. thing good for the whole, even
The problem will never he solvThousands of others and I believe you, that your working with them ed anywhere until it is first solvand sympathize with the life and is the quickest way to receive this ed by the individual, also within
teachings of Father Divine.
something." Fourth, no one per- the individual.
' If you knew Father Divine you
Remembering that the facts of
son has all the answers. It takes
would not publish anything other
fifth, "A con- life are uneven and not alike
and
all:
do
to
all
than the truth about him or acwind can sail your ship if therefore, the only way one can
cept any advertisement that is not trary
how to set your sails make his will even with and fit
know
you
true.
the variableness in the facts of
Father Divine lives and teaches and manipulate your rudder."
of
fact
disturbing
life is to submit his will to a powvery
Another
Such
Christ.
the life of Jesus
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SO WHAT?

The anti-semite in our midst is ceptable target, such as is pr,
more than likely just as much sided in a heterogeneous sociel
anti-Negro when out of our sight, by the existence of other cultur
This point could stand a little la- or racial groups. Once create(
boring.
unfavorable attitudes
towarC
Mr. Richmond states further: other ethnic groups tend to I
"Ethnocentrism, of which colour rationalized and justified.
prejudice is a particular instance, "The coercion of subordinatr
is essentially a psychological phe- by discrimination and other mean
nomenon and has its roots in the provides, in many societies,
individual personality. Prejudicial socially accepted outlet for
Prob
Colour
"The
book
In his
attitudes are a means of resolving gressive impulses."
lem" Mr. Richmond has an interinner conflicts and of handling
The learned Mr. Richmond ha
eating analysis of the psychologanxieties,the origins of which are
prejudice
color
of
basis
confirmed in his findings man
teal
largely unconscious.
of the truths see Negroes hay
which I believe worth sharing with
you. Here are some of his find- "Ethnocentrism, therefore, is known all along. Our neurotic
closely related to neurotic or psy- psychotic sons and daughters r
ings regarding this issue:
chotic breakdown, on the one
"Most people tend to consider hand, and social deviation such the confederacy suffer from ai
the alleged characteristics of their as crime or moral delinquency on inferiority complex that has his
toric depths. They are insecur,
own group superior to the alleged the other.
characeristies of another gmup. "In a society, such as ours and sick mentally and they ar,
to the nation as ;
Social psychologists call this phe- winch is undergoing rapid social dangerous
whole.
Short
of shooting them„
ethnocentrism,
nomenon
changes there is a great deal of
"It has been shown that from personality disintegration and have no easy solution to the prob
the psychological point of view maladjustment. When conflicts lem. Maybe the Supreme Cour
there is a very close connection be. cannot be dealt with externally shock treatment represents the
tween colour prejudice, anti-se- they must be resolved within the only hope for their sanity.
mitism, fascism, xenophobia, jin. personality itself. Successful pergoism and similar states of mind. 9onality integration Aind adjust.
In each case the individual ex- ment depend upon many things,
presses strong antipathy towards among which the most important
the members of other ethnic are satisfactory parent-child reDURHAM, N. C. — Miss Mar?-7.._
groups and is unwilling to admit lat ionships in infancy and a
any serious faults among the sense of security with regard to L. Bohanon, director of Thespian
dramatic group at North Carotin.
members of his own group. Some- social status in adult life.
times this intolerance is direct- 'It is highly significant that in- college, has been notified that onf
ed against one group, such as vestigations of the psychologi- of her poems "Acceptance" vial,
Negroes or Jews, but often these cal origins Of prejudice have be published in the forthcoming
antipathetic attitudes go togeth- shown that the people most in- National Poetry Anthology.
er."
Dr, Hartman, secretary of NPA
dined to he intolerant are those
Here let me pause to comment who feel insecure and are afraid in Los Angeles. notified the NC(
that Mr. Richmond makes it of losing their present social professor of the acceptance of her
poem. This marks the fourth year
clear that we would do well to be status.
"Insecurity often leads to ag- that Miss Bohanon has placed
on guard against those who claim
to be our friends but who ex- gressiveness and this may be di- one of her poems in the Antholopress their hatred of other groups. )ected towards some socially so-

Anthology Publishes
NCC Professor's Poem

"SPRING IS HERE...LISTEN TO THE BIRDS"
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Young Nursery School Teac%er's
Novel Ijea 'Godsend To Slimy
Homemakers, Career Woman Too
4. •

40 A NEW AND UNIQUE service which is being hailed by mothers throughout
Defenderland is Miss Wylie's Baby Sift irig Service. While just a year old in
Chicago it is fast attracting widespread attention. The director, Miss Mary Wylie, (above) receives request" for her services through an automatic transmitter
which takes messages whether or not she iskon duty.

A BABY SITTER receives final irrstructlons
from Miss Wylie before going out on assign.
ment. Photo right: "Parties are fun" and its
obvigus youngsters agree with school's direc.
•
tor (standing center).

•

•

• -PE_TER PAN" is the delightful favorite of youngster% everywhere. Miss Wylie
has Ole rapt attention of tiny students at the Garden Apartments Nursery school
where she is head teacher of Unit I. ( Story inside.)

SEWING IS one of this energetic youngwoman's hobbies. Here iphoto above),
Miss Wylie puts finishing touches on a spring suit which she designed. The tat.
ented young nursery school instructor a lso is interested in music

